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F O R E W O R D

The Research and Development activities of Radiochemistry

Division during 1989 are briefly described in the following pages

under the headings Nuclear Chemistry, Actinide Chemistry and

Spectroscopy.

In the area of nuclear chemistry emphasis has been as in

previous years on fission chemistry. Studies on mass resolved

angular distribution of products in 0 ion induced fission of

197 233

Au and helium ion induced fission of U have been initiated

to investigate whether mass asymmetry gets frozen at the scission

point or at the second saddle point. The observation of mass
233dependent anisotropy in the U (o(,f) shows that mode of mass

division is determined at the saddle point. The increase in

angular momentum of the fragment corresponding to ' Nb in the

( Au, 0) system with excitation energy indicates the

influence of the rigid rotation and tilting modes in deciding the

angular momentum partition. In continuation of the work on the

fission cross section of holmium—165 excited with helium ions

using the sensitive fission track technique the energy range 45-

55 MeV has been covered and the fission barrier of the compound

nucleus Tm is estimated to be 30.2+2.5 MeV. In order to

investigate the mess/charge polarisation and its dependence on

the excitation energy of the fissioning system, studies have been

initiated on the cumulative yields of iodine isotopes in the

fusion-fission of U by 0 ions. With a view to obtaining

information about the effect of fragment nuclear structure on

scission configuration, studies have been initiated on the



determination of fragment angular momentum for '*I in the

237 241neutron induced fission of Np and Am. A detailed decay

scheme of the 5.1 min 164mTm produced in the 165Ho ( o( , ">n)

reaction has been constructed on the basis of gamma-gamma

coincidence data. Time-differential Perturbed angular correlation

1 ft i
(TDPAC) study of HfEDTA complex containing the tracer Hf

heated- to 160° indicates possible dimerisation. High resolution

Doppler-broadened annihilation radiation (DBAR) spectra of a

number of HTcSC compounds have been found to have narrow and

broad components originating from the defects/oxygen vacancy

sites and the anionic oxygen sites respectively.

The studies on actinide chemistry are largely concentrated

on the solvent extraction behaviour of actinide ions from aqueous

solutions. The extraction of U(VT> and Pu(IV) with dibutyl

derivates of hexanamide, octanamide and decanamide in dodecone

from 3.5 M nitric acid at different temperatures has been

studied. The synergiBtic extraction of U(VI) with HTTA and these

amides has also been studied at different temperatures. Ternary

complexes of U(VI) and Pu(VI) with chelating agents such as PMBP

and PMAP and oxodonors such as these amides have been prepared

and studied by chemical analysis, IR, PMR and thermal analysis.

The extraction of Pu(IV) and Am(III) with 3 phenyl-4-benzoy1-5

isocazolone from different acid media has been studied. The small

formation constants of the complexes of Am(III) with crown ethers

in aqueous medium have been determined by solvent extraction of

the picrate ion pair of the complexes. The stability constants of

the complexes of U(IV) with H2PO4 at pH 2.50 at different ionic



strengths have been determined. Methods have been developed for

the determination of palladium by spectrophotometry after

extraction by dioctyl sulphide in dodecane or after extraction by

dioctyl sulphoxide followed by back extraction into a solution of

0.05 M ammonia and 2 M sodium carbonate and development of colour

with arsenazo III. Conditions were optimised for the preparation

of NH4Ln(S04)2-4H20 (Ln=Dy, Ho, Er, Y) and they were

characterised by chemical, thermal and X-ray methods. The

extraction of trace as well as macro concentrations of U(VI) and

Pu(IV) with DEHSO in n—dodecane from aqueous nitric acid medium

has been investigated.

The spectroscopic studies are mainly concerned with EPR

investigations. The EPR spectrum of (CuO)n,5 (KC>2)o.5 n a s been

ascribed to exchange coupled oxygen dimer through a diamagnetic

copper ion. EPR evidence has been obtained for conditions

distortion of the lattice of KO2 during phase transition between

198K and 153K. EPR measurements indicate the formation of

Y2BaCuO5 and BaCu03+x in YBa2Cu307_x with hydrogen absorption,

while maintaining the superconductivity of the bulk of the

sample. EPR measurements on Bi-Sr-Ca(Y,Gd)-Cu-0 compounds do not

2+ 3+
show local momentum Cu . The EPR of Gd is observable in the Gd

compounds below 30K indicating crystal-field interaction while

3+the absence of Gd EPR signal at higher temperatures implies

extrapathways for spin-lattice relaxation. Optical absorption and

4+ 4+
fluorescence studies on LiF:U show that U enters interstitial
sites. EPR, TSL and fluorescence studies of I^UC^CSOz,^- 2H2O and

2•2H2O and their deuterated compounds subjected to



gamma irradiation at 77K reveal the participation of 5f orbital

in uranyl-oxygen bonding. EPR sudies have shown the formation of

2— — 239

PO^ and O3 radicals in Pu-doped calcium chlorophosphate

owing to autoradiolytic effects. The laser induced

interconversion of F, F2» F3 and F3 centres in gamma irradiated

LiF has been studied. A photocoustic spectrometer has been built

and the spectra of uranyl phosphates belonging to terbenite

group, MUO2PO^.3H2O (M=K
+, Na+ and H30

+) have been investigated.

ICAP-AES methods have been developed for the determination of

some common metallic elements in ThO2 after chemical separation

and plutonium in aqueous solutions. An ETA-AAS method has been

developed for the determination of uranium in plutonium.

I am grateful to all the staff members of Radiochemistry

Division whose timely contributions have made it possible to

bring out this volume and to Shri P.A. Satheesh for his typing

the manuscript.

P.R. NATARAJAN
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I. NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY

1. Nass resolved angular distribution of fission product in

O-ion induced fission Au.

S.B. Manohar, A. Goswami, B.S. Tomar, A.V.R. Peddy and

Satya Prakash.

Studies on angular distribution of fission products in

low energy, near or sub-barrier fission lead to understanding of

the structural aspects of the fissioning nucleus at the saddle

point. Similar studies using medium energy, light-charged

particles eg. protons, alpha-particles etc. elucidate the saddle

point properties of fissioning nucleus as a function of their

mass, charge and excitation energy. Earlier it was shown from

this laboratory that in medium energy fission ie. in 28.5 MeV

232alpha-induced fission of ' Th, angular distribution is strongly

correlated to mass asymmetry and angular anisotropy increases

with mass-asymmetry. This observation indicates that mass-

asymmetry gets frozen at the second saddle point. Recent studies

on angular distribution in 0—ion induced fission of Os and

certain other systems however indicate that angular distribution

is frozen at the scission—point. In view of this controversy,

present study on mass-resolved angular distribution of products

in O-ion induced fission of Au was carried out at the

Pelletron facility, TIFfi.

1 97Targets of Au in the form of thin metal foils were

irradiated in a scattering chamber. The recoiling fission



products were collected on aluminium foils. At the end of

irradiation the catcher foil was cut into 16 strips covering the

collection angles from 10° to 170°. Individual catcher foils were

monitored for fission product activities as a function of time

using high-resolution gamma-spectrometer leading to angular

distribution of the products. A typical angular distribution is

99shown in Fig. 1 a for fission product Mo. Fig. 1 b shows the

centre-of—mass corrected angular distribution profile, which is

99symmetric around 90' as expected. The observed anistropy for Mo

was in the expected range though on the higher side.

2. Fragment angular momentum in heavy-ion indued fission.

T. Datta, P.K. Pujari, H. Naik, S.P. Dange and

Satya Prakash

Investigations on fragment angular momentum in heavy—ion

fission/reaction provide important information on the partition

of angular momentum due to various collective rotational

degrees . Heavy -ion reactions, usually involving large amount

of angular momentum, are very useful in particular for

demonstrating the angular momentum dependent rigid rotation and

tilting modes compared to the statistically populated other

rotational degrees. In the present work angular momentum has been

deduced in Au ( 0, f) reaction at bombarding energies 87.1

and 93.4 MeV for fragments corresponding to m'gNb, at the

Pelletron facitlity, TIFR.
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Au-inetal foil targets (thickness 0.03 mil) were

irradiated using - 101 MeV O-projectile beam at a typical

current of *-• 200 particle n. Amp. for suitable time at the 30

beam line at the 14 UD Pelletron facility at TIFR. Stack-foil

technique with 0.3 mil thick Al-foil was used to obtain different

beam-energies. Fission products collected using recoil catcher

technique on Al-catcher foils were assayed gamma-

spectrometrically on a 80 cc. HPGe detector system coupled to a 4

9*>K MCA using the 765 KeV gamma-line of Nb and 756 KeV gamm-line

95of Zr (to correct for precursor contribution). From the

observed activity as a function of time, independent isomeric

yield ratios were obtained for 95mNb (1/2) and 95gNb (9/2) after

correcting for precursor's contribution. RMS angular momenta of

95fragments corresponding to Nb at 87.1 and 93.4 MeV were deduced

(2)usually based on statistical model analysis for spin

redistribution during fragment deexcitation by neutron and

dipole/quadrupole gamma emission.

Results on the independent isomeric yield ratios and RMS

angular momenta are given in Table 1 and were seen to be quite

close to the angular momenta of the same fragment in other high

(3)energy fissioning systems . It is seen from Table 1 that for

211the fissioning system concerned (*-* Fr) the change in average

angular momentum is-^8 n for a meagre change in the excitation

energy by 6 MeV. The small change in excitation energy is not

expected to enhance the collective temperature significantly that

eventually would enhance the statistical components eg.



t)T 197 16
Table - 1 : RMS angular momenta for Nb in Au( 0,f)

(MeV) (MeV) (h)

T

(MeV)

g

0 .

0 .

/

8 6

9 0

<Yg

± °
+ 0

+Yra)

. 0 2

. 0 2

JRMS

( h )

9 . 6 +

1 2 . 2 +

1

1

. 2

. 3

87. 1

93.4

48.3 16.8

54.1 24.4

1.37

1.45

wriggling, bending and twisting (This change can be hardly of

the order of 0.5 h compared to obberved change of about 3 h). On

the other hand change in the entrance channel angular momentum

and the observed increase in fragment angular momentum strongly

indicate the influence of the rigid rotation and tilting modes in

deciding the angular momentum partition.
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3. Fission of Lu induced by 0 ions in the energy range

of 81-91 MeV

R.H. Iyer, P.C. Kalsi, A.K. Pandey, R.C. Sharma and

S.L. Agashe

The recent availability of heavy ions =»t the Pelletron

facility at TIFR has provided unique opportunities to examine

several new aspects of fission of lighter elements. For example,

heavy ions such as Ne , 0 , C etc. can contribute a

significant amount of angular momentum to a nuclear reaction

which proceed through compound nuclear formation. Angular

momentum has a profound influence both on the fission barrier and

on the angular distribution of fission fragments. It is of

considerable interest, therefore, to carry out systematic studies

to determine th« exact nature of angular momentum effects on the

probability and angular distribution for heavy ion induced

fission. By a proper choice of pairs of target and heavy ion eg.

0 + Ho and C + Tm it would be possible to produce the

same end nucleus with different angular momenta keeping the

excitation energy the same so that meaningful evaluations can be

done.

With these objectives, preliminary experiments were

carried out on the 0 induced fission of Lu . Targets of high

purity LU2O3 prepared from highly purified Lutetium oxide in the
2

form of thin deposits (2-4 mg/cm ) by electrophoresis onto high

purity silver foils as backing material were irradiated with 0



ions at energies 81 MeV, 85 MeV and 91 MeV at the Pelletron. The

high purity Ag foils were made by vacuum evaporation of 99.9999%

pure silver beads. The fission track detector used was ''Lexan".

The special irradition assembly which was designed, fabricated

and tested for vaccum tightness before starting the experiment

allowed interception of fission fragments recoiling in the

backward direction on a cylindrical lexan plastic track detector

(5 cm x 2.5 cm) making it possible to measure the angular

distribution of the fragments. The target a§sembly wai attaehed

dir#etly to Ui© 30 degree beam line of Pelletron and irradiated

for a suitable length of time with ©xyg©n ions beam. The oxygen

ions beam was collimated by the collimeter of 5 m dia. A total

integrated beam current of about 0.50 uAH was used in each

experiment.

The lexan plastic track detectors after irradation were

etched at 60°C for 1 hour using 6N NaOH as etchant. Horizontal

strips of these detectors were scanned under an optical

microscope.

A typical angular distribution curve is shown in figure

2.

4. Fission Bnrrier of Thulium-169

R.H. Tyer, P.C. Kalsi, A.K. Pandey and R.C. Sharma

In continuation of the work on thf fission cross section

of Holmiutn-165 (Z * 67) excited with helium ions in tho energy
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range 45-55 MeV have been measured using the sensitive fission

track technique (1) The values for the fission cross sections of

Ho-165 are as follows (Table 2).

Table - 2: Fission cross sections of helium ion induced fission

using Ho as target material

Energy f

(MeV) (nanobarns)

40

45

45.3

50

55

60

ft

Reported in the annual reports for 1987 and 1988

The data were analysed theoretically using a statistical

model expression in terms of |~f/ Frit the ratio of fission to

neutron emission widths as suggested by Vandenbosch and Huzinga

(2) to obtain the fundamental quantity, viz. the fission barrier

169of the compound nucleus 6gTm formed by the interaction of

57H0 with helium ions. The fission barrier is estimated to be

30.2 + 2.5 MeV.

The choice of the target element was based on the desire

to extend these measurements to as low a Z as possible lir.ited

only by the practical sensitivity of the 'fission track'
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technique including the problems of target purity. Further, these

rare earth elements are in the region of deformed nuclei away

from closed shell configurations and are more amenable to

theoretical treatment than the heavy elements.

The measured fission cross sections are extremely

sensitive to energy varying very rapidly from a value of about

10 J cm"5 at 40 MeV to about 10 J U cni at 60 MeV as shown in

figure (3).

A least square fitting procedure was used to fit the

experimental ( Tf/ fn) data to obtain the "best fit" values for

the fission barrier, Ef, and the level density parameters, af and

an (see figure 4). The "best fit" values were chosen on the basis
2

of the leas sum of squares of the deviations (-̂  ). The procedure

gave a value of 30.2 MeV for the fission barrier of the compound

nucleus 69^*m formed by the bombardment of 67H0 with He-

ions. The corresponding values of af and an are 14.08 MeV~ and

— 113.29 MeV respectively.

The value of fission barrier calculated in this work

agrees reasonably well with the liquid drop barrier calculated by

the approximation given by Cohen and Swiztecki viz.,

Ef'D* = 0.38 (0.75-x) Eg in the region 1/3 < x < 2/3

where x = (Z2/A)/(Z2/A) crit

with (Z /A) crit. taken as 48.5 +0.8 and Eg the surface energy

of the liquid drop taken as 17.8 A ' . This shows that in this

region of deformed nuclei, as expected the shell corrections are

small and therefore the basic premise of the simple liquid drop
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theory seems to adequately describe the nucleus.
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5. Helium Ion Induced Fission Excitation Functions of Au-197

A.K. Pandey, R.C. Sharma, P.C. Kalsi and R.H. Iyer

The fission cross-sections of Au-197 induced by 40, 50

and 55 MeV Helium ions were measured using the sensitive 'Fission

Track' technique. The fission events wre recorded using lexan

plastic track detectors. Pure gold foil was used as the target.

The experimental set-up allowed interception of fission fragments

recoiling in the backward direction over a wide solid angle. The

fission cross sections are 187 /ib, 2189 yub and 3195 /ib

respecively at these energies. The measurements are being

extended to 25 MeV on the lower energy side and upto 60 MeV on

the higher energy side. Simultaneously the angular distribution

of the fission fragments is also measured.
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6. Ieotopic yields of iodine in the fission of 2 3 8U + 160

A.V.R. Reddy, S.B. Manohar, A. Gosworni , B.S. Tomar and Satya

Prakash

Exhaustive studies have been carried out in the thermal

233 235 239
neutron induced fission of U, U and Pu as well as the

252spontaneous fission of Cf/1,2/ with an aim to understanding

the role of nuclear shells and nucleon pairing on the charge

distribution. Isotopic yield determinations in the helium ion

induced fission of 232Th and 2 3 8U carried out from this

laboratory /3/ have shown the effect of excitation energy in

broadening the distribution and reduction of mass polarization as

a function of excitation energy. In order to investigate the mass

/ charge polarization and its dependence on the excitation energy

of the fissioning system, a systematic study of the determination

of cumulative and/or independent yields of fission products in

the medium heavy ion induced fusion - fission of actinides has

been initiated. Preliminary results obtained on the cumulative

1 "HO—1 T5
yields of iodine isotopes ( XJDI) in the fusion - fission of

U+ 0 using the pelletron facility at TIFR are reported here.

Q Q a *\

Electrodeposited targets of V (2 mg/cm ) were bombarded

with 0 beam (7+ state) at a beam energy of 100 MeV with beam

current "round 200 nanoampere for a duration of 80 to 100 roin. at

the 30° external beam line of the 14 UD pelletron machine at

TIPR. Recoil catcher technique was used to collect the recoiling

fission products on 25 urn thick aluminium . foils. After
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appropriate cooling period, aluminium catcher foil was dissolved

125in NaOH solution after adding the iodine carrier and I tracer.

Fission product iodine was extracted into CCI4 as molecular

iodine from this solution after acidifying it. Samples were made,

after back extracting iodine into sodium bisulphite solution, for

gamma counting. Counting was done using a high resolution gamma

spectrometer having a 45 cc HPGe coupled to a 4096 channel

analyser, in live time mode.

The obtained peak areas under the characteristic gamma rays

of iodine (Table 3) were converted to disintegration rate using

Table 3 : Cumulative yields of iodine isotopes obtained and the

nuclear data used.

Isotope

130j

131j

132j

133I

134j

1351

Half

12

8.

2.

20

53

6.

1

.5

06

28

.3

68

itre

h

d

h

h

m

h

Gamma ray
Energy
in KeV

536.1

364.5

772

530

847

1260

Abundance

99.8

82.4

78 + 13.2

89

96

34.9

Cumulative
Yields

1

1.60

0.66

1.09

1.04

0.55

the detector efficiency and abundance of the gamma ray used.

Cumulative yields were evaluated from this disintegration rates

using standard decay-growth relations and the obtained yields
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are presented in Table 3 alongwith the nuclear data used. All the

132yields are cumulative except for I whose precursor is long

lived (132Te, 78 h).

Excitation energy of the fissioning system is 81 MeV. Yields

130reported are relative to the independent yield of I which is a

130
shielded nuclide. From Table 3 it is clear that the yield of I

131 133is comparable to those of ' I indicating that the most

probable mass and charge at this excitation are shifted towards

the values expected from the unchanged charge distribution.
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7. Emission angle dependence of fission fragment angular

momentum

T. Datta, H. Naik, P.K. Pujari, S.P. Dange and Satya Prakash

The work on fragment angular momentum determination for

132specific fission product I reported in the last report (l)f

2g
has been continued as a function of emission angles in U
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( ©( 40 Mev> f) system. The experimental details are given in the

last annual report.

Table 4 shows the new data on independent isomeric yield

ratios as a function of emission angles from replicate

134Table-4: Fragment ( I) JRMS a^ various emission angles

84

64

48

38

31

25

M

.47

.18

.95

.48

.29

.70

A*

10.95

8.98

6.31

4.30

3.44

8.61

Y l / Y l + Y

0.802+0

0.801+0

0.698+0

0.619+0

0.532+0

0.561+0

.011

.020

.054

.031

.044

.030

JRMS expt.

16.5+0.6

16.5+1.3

12.4+1.3

10.6+0.6

9.0+0.6

9.5+0.5

JRMS
(h)calc

12.7

11.9

11.0

10.5

10.2

10.4

134measurements. RMS angular momenta of fragment ( '—* I)

132corresponding to I were deduced at each angle on the basis of

the observed isomeric yield ratios and statistical model based

analysis, as given in Table-4. In the statistical model analysis

excitation energy and spin-dependent level density was

considered, competition of n-Y" - emission as well as dipole

quadrupole V-emission were taken care of as shown in Table-5,

Table-6 shows the results of evaluation of che extent of

mulitchance fission. It is seen that both first and third chance

fission predominate in the present case for constant temperature

(1)or Uf/ajjsl.O as basis of calculation .
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Table - 5: Statistical Parameters in evaluation of

Nuclide E a , <Sh En <Sr %L1 %L2
(MeV) (MeV X) ( h ) (h)

1 3 AI 20.1 15.8 6.3 1.70
3.6 97.6 2.4

(99%) 5.3 1.03

Table - 6: Multichance Fission Calculation:

Nuclide E a Bf Sn Percent Multichance
(MeV) (MeV"1) (MeV) (MeV) Fission

% Fa X FD
——— .

Pu 32.89 29.00 5.10 6.30 45 42

2A1Pu 24.47 28.50 5.50 5.24 9 10

Pu 17.38 27.41 5.07 6.52 42 41
219

Pu 9.27 28.00 5.70 5.66 4 7

a. For af = an b. constant temperature

The fragment angular momenta at various angles due to angle-

dependent contribution from rigid rotation and tilting were

(2)deduced . Statistical contribution due to the angle-independent

wriggling, bending and twisting components were also deduced for

a collective temperature <—• 1 MeV. The total •JRMS °^ fragment

1 34

I i due to the angle-dependent and angle-independent

components, at various angles are given in Table - 4. Reasonably

close agreement exists between the experimentally observed and

theoreticalJRMS values indicating equilibration of the collective

rotational degrees of freedom and their possible correlation with
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mass asymmetry.
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8. Mass resolved fission fragment angular distribution in

A. Goswami, S.B. Manohar, B.S. Tomar, S.K. Das, A.V.R. Reddy

and Satya Prakash.

According to transition state theory, fission fragment

angular distribution is determined at saddle point and a

correlation between fission fragment anisotropy and fragment mass

is expected provided mode of final mass division is also

determined at the saddle point. With this in view, in the present

work, fission fragment angular distribution as a function, of

fragment mass was determined in alpha-particle induced fission of

233
U at E^ = 28.5 MeV. The measurements were carried out at VECC,

233Calcutta. Electrodeposited targets of U of thickness

2
200^tg/cm were irradiated in scattering chamber at an angle of

45° with respect to the beam direction and the recoil products

were collected on Al catcher foils at various angles ranging

dO to 90 . The irradiations were carried out with typical

integral current varied by a current integrator in the range of
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10-15 >u A.h. After irradiations, the catcher foils representing

different mean angles of collection with respect to the beam

direction were counted under identical geometry on a 60 c.c. HPGe

detector coupled to a 4 K MCA. Eight fission products

corresponding to both symmetric and asymmetric mass-region were

monitored. The observed activities (Ai) of individual fission

px-oducts were least—square fitted to the equation Ai/SinGd©1 =a+b
2

cos #, where #i and dGi are the mean angle of collection and the

angular width of collection respectively. The parameters a and b

were used to extract angular anisotropy of each fission product.

In all three measurements were done. The average value of

anisotropy for the symmetric and asymmetric products were found

232to be 1.20 and 1.40 respectively. In our earlier work on Th

( a(,f) the variation of gross anisotropy as a function of alpha

energy shows structure which is attributed to the effect of

multichance fission and observation of mass dependent anisotropy

233could also result from multichance fission. In case of U

(«(if) the variation of gross anisotropy with E is rather smooth

and this is taken as an evidence that multichance fission is

233

negligible for U ( o<., f). Hence the observation of mass-

dependent anisotropy in this system provides conclusive proof

that at least mode of mass division is determined at the saddle

poi nt.
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2099. Alpha particle induced fission of Bi

S.S. Rattan, A. Ramxswarai, R.J. Singh and Satya Prakash

Investigations on the fission properties of pre-actinides

provide a testing ground for the theoretical models especially

LDM, for fission. Comparison of fission to total reaction is also

important to obtain insight into the complex reaction tneehunism

at high energy. Finally, high fission barrier in this region is

expected to lead to single chance fission providing unique

opportunity to study the effect of excitation energy .

Targets of super—y^ure bismuth were vacuum evaporated on 25

/Ifli thick aluminium backed foils. The target assembly was

irradiated by the 60 MeV alpha-particle beam at a beam current of

1 yuA at the variable energy cyclotron, Calcutta, using stack-foil

technique. At the end of the irradiations gamma-activity of the

fission products and reaction products of aluminium, namely,

22 24 28
' Na and Mg were assayed on a 8% HPGe detector coupled to a

4 K NCA with a resolution of 2 KeV at 1332 KeV.

Tabte-7 shows the data on the cross-sections of formation of

22 24 24

' Na and Mg obtained presently along with the literature

data (2). Table-8 shows the data on fission product formation

cross—sect ion at 52.8 MeV and 58.7 MeV. It is seen that mass

distribution is symmetric around peak at mass 105 with a full-

width-at-half-maxima of <-̂ 20 units. It is also seen that fission

probability increases with increase in alpha-particle energy.
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Table - 7: Experimental cross section in mb for the production

22-Na, 24-Na and 28-Mg by irradiation of 27-A1 with

alpha particles.

Nuolide Reference 2
52.5 MeV 58.1 MeV 58.0 MeV

Present
52.3 MeV 58.3 MeV

22-Na 52.26 46.02 46.2 5r). 73+/-] . 46 52.52+/-0.65

24-Na 8.84 20.82 22.56 0.83 +/-0.14 24.14+/-0.63

28-Mg 0.57 - 0.60 0 . 52 1+/-0 . 050 0 . r)79+/-0 . 032

Table - 8: Kxperimenta 1 cross section in/ib for the formation of

fission products in the .»1 pha particle induced fission

of 209-Bi

Nuc1ide

8 5in-Kr

9l-Sr

92-Sr

95-Zr

97-2r

99-Mo

103-Ru

104-Tc

105-Kh

105-Ru

111-Ag

112-Pd

113-Ag

115-Cd

44.

395

4 97

653

483

-- Reference 1 —•
9 MeV 4 9.1

+ /-38

4/-35

4/-95

+ /-68

173 -

450 H

793 ̂

715 -i

918 H

1109 4

804 4

990 4

657 4

382 f

MeV

(•/- 48

I/- 158

h/- 72

v/- 150

-/- '»5

-/- 170

-/- 80

/- ft 7

/- 66

/- 77

5 2.8 Mov

1015 +/—

1090 4/

14U'J 4/-

1679 +/~

2295 4/-

2293 +/-

2626 +/-

1400 4-/-

1715 +/- 6

Pres

4]

6 3

90

271

570

217

101

79

>

1237 +/- 26

5R.7 Mf.-V

177') 4-/- 131

1620 4-/- 40

2H5O 4/- 40

27 26 4-/- 151

3/26 +/- 372

4090 4/- 251

4909 +/- 100

2429 +/- 439

2879 +/- 225

1886 +/- 267
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197 410. Nucleon decay following Au+ He reaction:

The importance of single particle level densities

* * *
N. Chakravarty, P.K. Sarkar and S.K. Ghosh

In medium energy light-ion induced reactions, the ALICE-

85/300 code is successful in prediction of both differential

and integral cross-sections. This code however fails to predict

cross-sections correctly in reactions where ejectile multiplicity

is large and/or complex. Incorporation of structural

consideration of the composite and residual nuclei may be

necessary (at least in part) for improvement of the code.

Accordingly, a structure-dependent single particle level density

has been invoked for the composition and residual nuclei formed

(2)in multiparticle emission cascade in a modified code 'ALXNEW'V .

For comparison with experiment, excitation function data on ( o<̂  ,

1 97
xn) and ( o£ ; yp, xn) (x=l-5, y=2) reactions of Au in the

(31energy range 30-50 MeV, a •; determined earlier ' inthis lab. were

used. Structural dependence of level density is deemed to cause

large change in compound nucleus decay contribution and a small

VECC

SINP
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1-jt significant change in the pre-equi1ibrium decay contribution.

In the present work shell and deformation corrected level density

was introduced through the Gilbert and Cameron (GC) and

Reuormalized Gas Model (RGM)^ ' formalism. Table-9 shows a

comparison of the results for ALICE-85/300 and ALXNEW.

Table - 9: Experimental and c.i 1 ctj lrtted cross sections for Eq=48.6
MeV, To conserve space only one energy point out of
all the points obtained experimentally and calculated
over the range Eq=3O-5O MeV is shown. The ALICE 85/300
calculations were made' with a = Ac/9.

Reaction Exptl. Cr. Secns. (mb) Calctd. Cr. Secns. (mb).
ALICF 85/300 ALXNEW (0M)
(0M) (SCO) GC RGM

Au

(*(,n) 2 O OT1 4.36 + 1.09 '4.50 4.95 4.50 4.50

1 QQ

(o(,2n) Tl 79.7 + 19.9 45.9 48.6 50.4 53.0
1 OR

(o(,3n) Tl 282.7 173 174 241 79.1
1 Q7

(o(,4n) Tl 1311 + 318.8 1310 1250 1310 33.4

1 97
(o(.p3n) Hg 38.7 + 5.8 (in) 50.5 53.0 42.6 357

38.6 (g)

1 QR
(o(,2pn) Au 8.96 + 1.79 8.09E-2 1.77E-1 1.09E-1 7.53

(o(.2p3n)196Au 130.9 + 12.8 1.8E--3 7.09E-4 9.86E-1 8.20

1 Q<5

(o(f2p4n) Au 55.16 + 27.5 3.7E-1 2.01H-1 49.4 66.8
1 94

(o(,2p5n) Au 6.27 + 1.56 5.81E-1 1.16E-1 22.4 58.1

Comparisons were also made of optical model (0M) and sharp cut-

off (SCO) inverse cross-section within the codes. The table shows

that the two codes give comparable values for (£><., xn) cross-
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section while ALXNEW gives better result for multinucleon decoy

197 198—ichannels leading to Hg and Au (i = 2,4) residuals. Some

discrepancy is still seen for the latter perhaps necessitating

inclusion of a single step direct reaction process.
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11. Charge distribution in thermal neutron induced fission of

241DPu

A. Ramaawami, S.S. Rattan, R.J. Singh and Satya Prakash

Charge distribution studies bringout the importance of

fragment shells and nucleon-pairing in the process of nuclear

fission specially at low energy. Extensive studies have been

carried out on the fissioning systems 2 5 2Cf(SF) (* 3, 235U(nth»

f ) ( 2 ) and 239Pu (n t h,f)
( 2 ). In the present work, fractional

134 135 138cumulative yields have been determined for Te, I, Xe and

uBa in Pu (nth, f) system.

24 1of Pu in solution form, sealed in polypropylene
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tubes, was irradiated in the pneumatic irradiation facility at

reactor CIRUS for about 2 to 10 min. depending on the nuclide of

interest. At the end of the irradiation the irradiated target

solutions were directly counted on a 45 cc. detector coupled to a

4 K MCA for gamma-spectrometric follow-up and assay of the

fission products of interest.

Table-10 shows the FCY values along with the Zp-values for

the mass chains 134, 135, 138 and 140 calculated according to

Table - .10: Fractional cumulative yields in the thermal neturon

induced fission of 241-Pu.

F.C.Y.

0.794 +/- 0.067

0.942 +/- 0.024

0.778 +/- 0.017

0.972 +/- 0.004

Nethaway prescription . On the basis of the Zp-valuos find FCYs

width parameter (6 ) was deduced for each mass chain. It was seen

that <£ -value in tli<> 134-135 mass-region is smaller t lian in the

region 138-140 due to proximity of shell closure configuration in

the region 134-135 as in other low energy fissioning systems.

The average «.'-value obtained in the present system wns «~• 0.6, in

239
agreement with the recommended value of <f ** 0.56 + 0.06 in Pu

f) system.

Nuc1ide

134-Te

135-1

138-Xe

140-Ba

Z

52

53

54

56

Zp

52.074

52.515

53.748

54.549

Z-Zp

-0.07

0.49

0.25

1.45
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12. Cumulative yields of short-lived rare-earth fission products

in "^Cf (SF)

M.S. Oak, A. Ramaswami and Satya Prakash

With an aim to study the charge distribution systematics in

the region away from shells, cumulative yields of short-lived

252rare-earths fission products were determined in Cf (SF).

252

The fission products recoiling out of the target of Cf

( *-*4 ug) were collected on ammonium chloride pellet. The pellet

was dissolved in 0.15 N HC1 and rare—earth fission products were

separated as a group by reverse-phase chromatography on a column

of celite coated with HDEHP. The column was counted on a high-

resolution gamma-spectrometer to assay the activities. For the
104purpose of normalization to the number of fission events Tc

was used as a standard. Typical chemical yield was 97-98%.
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Table - 11 shows the yields of rare-earth fission products,

f 1—3 )
in good agreement with literature data wherever available.

2*52
Table - 11: Yields of rare-earth fission products in Cf(SF)

Nuclide

" 4 L «

" 5 C e

146Ce

l47Ce

147Pr

148Pr

149Nd

151Nd

152Nd

155OSm

4

4

4

3

4

4

1

2

0

Yield (%)

.78 + 0.0.65

.20 + 0.21

.14 + 0.35

.76 + 0.40

.38 + 0.43

.81 + 0.15

2.43

.21 + 0.06

.47 + 0.06

.70 + 0.04

Literature

-

4.18(1)

4 . 0 8 ^ , 5.

—

—

—

2 . 4 2 ^ , 2

0.96(1>

-

0.70 , 0

data

18<2>

.74^ 2\ 2.71<3>

.61<2>
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13. Fragment angular momentum in odd-Z fissioning system

H. Naik, S.P. Dange, T. Datta and Satya Prakash

In low energy fission, measurement of fragment angular

momentum (JRMS) provides information about the effect of fragment

(1 2)nuclear structure on scission configuration ' . Studies have

been initiated for the first time on determination of fragment

^RMS *n odd-Z fi

product 132im«*.

237 241*n odd-Z fissioning -nuclei eg. Np and Am, for fission

237About 100 ylig. each of electrodeposited targets of Np and

241

Am were wrapped in 3 mil thick cadmium foils and irradiated at

APSARA. Fragments were collected on 25 un thick aluminium foil by

recoil-catcher technique. The catcher foils were dissolved and

fission product iodine was radiochemically separated for follow-

up on a high resolution gamma-spectrometric set up. Independent

isomeric yield ratios in each case were deduced after correction
(2)for precursor contribution .On the basis of the observed

independent isomeric yield ratios, fragment angular momenta were

deduced using the statistical model based analysis for spin

redistribution during fragment deexcitation by neutron and gamma

emission. Table-12 shows the independent isomeric yield ratios
237 241and fragment JRMS in neutron-induced fission of Np and Am.

Comparison of the observed Jg^g in the odd-Z fissioning system as

well as even-Z ones with the elemental yields show an inverse

correlation corroborating the aspect of coupling between

collective and intrinsic degrees of the fissioning nucleus.
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Table-12: Fragment JRMS ^n odd-Z fissioning systems

Fissicning Independent isomeric Fragment
System Yield Ratios

238 7

Np 0.494 + 0.42 9.1 + 0.6

^Am 0.525 + 0.042 9.5 + 0.6
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14. Development of a computer program for Strutinsky's shell

correction

A. Goswami and B.S. Tomar

Strutinsky's method of shell correction has proved very

successful in explaining various systematics and experimental

observations relating to heavier nuclides in general and the

fission of actinides in particular. With an objective to

interpret our experimental observations on post-fission phenomena

namely fragment angular momenta in low energy fission of

actinides, a computer program was developed for shell correction

using Strutinsky method. Single particle level energies as a

function of deformation (̂ ) were generated using the deformed

single particle model of Nilsson. The shell correction is given
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by the difference between the total single particle energy and

the smooth single particle, energy. The latter quantity is

obtained by integrating the smooth level density multiplied by

single particle energy upto the Fermi level. The smooth level

density is obtained from the actual level density by expanding

the latter into Hermite polynomials and taking only polynomials

upto 6th order. Shell corrections for protons and neutrons were

calculated separately and added to the liquid drop energy to give

the total potential energy at any deformation (£). The program

give correct shell corrections and ground state deformations for

all mass regions. The program has also been used for potential

energy mapping of the scission point shapes to obtain scission

point deformation of fragments. However the ^-representation

fails at higher deformations ( ©>0.79) and therefore work is in

progress to install a new program which uses — 4

representation.

15. The Decay of 104mAg

S.K. Sana, R. Guin and Satya Prakash

The study of the measurements of the decay of 33 min 2

104isomeric state of Ag has been completed. The primary

motivation -was to deduce exactly the various decay modes of

mAg. We were particularly interested to know exactly the

isomeric transition branch ( IT ) of mAg. Ag was produced

103 107
following the Rh («*,3n) and Ag (<<,«<3n) reactions using

29 and 55 MeV oCparticles respectively. The IT branch was deduced
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v -spectroscopically by following the 942, 768 and 556 keV

daugther V~rays. Fig. 5 shows the experimental and the fitted

data points for the 556 keV transitions where r is the IT branch.

The data reduction procedure has been described in detail

elsewhere . The present results indicate that Ag decay

mainly by EC/ R decay with IT branch <0.07% as against the

reported value of 33+5%.

REFERENCE
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21016. Development %f method of preparation of carrier free Po

for study of Electron Capture Ratio in 2nd Forbidden

o oft
Electron Capture Decay of Po

S.K. Saha, R. Guin and Satya Prakash

Experimental data on the orbital capture probabilities from

different atomic shells and subshells for 2nd or higher order

forbidden transitions are rare. In the case of 2nd or higher

forbidden transition, the theory predicts a significant

contribution from higher atomic shells (L,M, etc). The aim of the

present work is to determine the contribution of higher atomic
O M O

shells in the second forbidden EC decay of Po and to compare

the experimental results with theoretical predictions.

Po can be prepared by the bombardment of Pb target with
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o n ft
o<_ particles. In addition to Po, other long lived Po isotopes

production cannot be avoided in the induced reactions on

natural Pb target. It will be necessary to know the relative

amounts of different Po isotopes. This can be easily performed by

o^spectrometry. For cC, spectrometric measurements it is

essential to develop a suitable method for the separation of

carrier free Po produced by the <?̂  bombardment on Pb target.

2 OB
Since the T|/2

 o f P o i s quite long lived (2.9 y) and EC branch

of our interest is weak, we cannot expect high specific nativity

for the product of our interest. Therefore efforts are directed

towards the development *of a suitable radiochemical (carrier

free) method of separation of Po with high yield. A Pb target was

irraditated with 50 MeV c/ particles to produce suitable Po

tracer for the development ol Po chemistry. Po was tirst

separated by coprecipitation with Te. The precipitate was

dissolved in HNO3 and Te was separated out by reducing with

sodium bisulphate. Po activity was then chemicaliy plated on a

clean Ag foil. It has been observed that for almost quantitative

deposition of Po, solution temperature of ̂ *90°c and plating time

of «-» 8 hours is needed.

— 164
17. Decay of 6 isomer of Tm

S.K. Saha with other members of VECC

— 164

The decay of the 6 isomer of Tm with a half life of 5.1

min. is being investigated. The 5.1 min. mTm was produced in

the reaction 165Ho( c<, 5n) 16/|Tm at E ^ = 60 MeV. the target used
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was a 25um foil of Ho metal. The isomeric assignment of the

164yVays belonging to the decay of Tin was based on the

measurements of "y^ray excitation functions of Tm with respect

to other neighbouring Tm isotopes, done in steps of 5 MeV from 50

MeV to 65 MeV. The measurements included V ray singles, half

life determinations and detailed V - Y-t coincidences carried out

with two HPGe detectors of 30% erficiencies. For coincidence

measurements, the data were recorded event by event on magnetic

tape in a 3 parameter list mode configuration. A detailed decay

164scheme of Tm has been constructed on the basis of present

coincidence data.

The level scheme consisted of 20 levels and most of the

Y'rays (44 Y rays) identified to belong to the decay of Tir

could be accommodated in our level scheme. In the present work 14

new V rays could be identified in Tm decay. The results of

164the present study show that 6 more levels of Er are populated

besides those observed earlier , Additional analyses are being

carried out to determine multipolarities of some of the new

transitions and the logft values of the levels directly fed by

EC/ B+ decay of 16hmTm.
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)7 i no DO
18, Alpha Induced Reactions on ' Ag and Y

R. Guin, S.K. Saha and Satya Prakash

The work on the measurements of cross sections and isomeric

107 109 89yield ratios of ' Ag and Y is being continued. The cross

109section data for the reaction channels Ag(.->( ,xn), where x =

2,3 & 4; I07Ag(e<,yn), where y = 2 & 3 and 107Ag (^.^zn), where

z = 2 & 3 have been determined in the energy range of 20 to 60

MeV. Experimental cross sections and 4"m/ (f% ratios are being

compared with theoretical predictions based on statistical model.

A typical comparison is shown in Fig. 6.

89In the case of »£ induced reactions on Y, our main interest

is to measure the « m/ ̂ g ratios of ' Y produced by the ( c?{ ,
ft f\. ft *7

o(xn) channels. The ^m/ ^g ratios of ' Y produced by (o(i xn)

reactions on Rb has already been determined . Our preliminary
data indicate that the <fm/ ̂g ratios as a function of energy

for the (o(, o^xn) reactions are significantly different than that

observed in the case of Rb(o( ,xn) reactions possibly indicating

that a different reaction mechanism is playing a dominant role in

the ( o(, o(xn) channels. Our data also indicated much smaller

cross sections for the ( o(,^xn) channels.

REFERENCES
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19. Design of a Mini Orange Spectrometer

S.K. Saha and S.K. Basu

A mini orange spectrometer has been designed for the

measurements of conversion electrons. Measurements of conversion

electrons are very useful for the determination of multipolarity

of v' ray transitions. Determination of transition

multipolarities help to deduce level spin and parity.

High resolution Si(Li) detectors are normally used for the

measurement of electrons. To solve the severe background problem

originating from "V rays, X rays, p particles and so on, a mini

orange spectrometer has been designed in which both the

background reduction as well as electron transmission enhancement

would take place. The system consists of a set of permanent

magnets around a central absorber of a heavy metal. Pb will be

used as the central absorber to suppress Krays and to stop X

rays, o^ particles and protons etc. The samarium cobalt permanent

magnets will have a configuration such that the field will

deflect p particles away from the detector while the conversion

electrons will be focussed on to the detector. A clean vacuum

chamber has also been designed to protect the bare Si(Li)

detectors to be used in electron detection. The spectrometer has

been so designed that i (. can be used, for on line measurements as

well as for off line measurements of convesion electrons.

VECC
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20. Time-differential Perturbed angular correlation (TDPAC) study

of Hf-EDTA complex

S.K. Das, B.S. Tomar and Satya Prakash

Hf EDTA complex has a dodecahedral structure with two water

molecules in its inner sphere and two in the outer sphere. It has

been observed that the complex on heating at 160°C for several

hours looses nearly 3.6 moles of water. The resulting structure

is not known. The present TDPAC study of HfEDTA complex was

undertaken to investigate the nature of the complex on heating at

160°C.

181
Solid HfEDTA complex containing the tracer Hf was

crystallised from an aqueous solution of HfOCl2~8H2O and

in a ratio of 1:1 and by adding acetone and leaving it overnight.

The sample was counted for coincidence between 133 keV and 482
1 O -I

keV gamma lines of Hf on a fast-slow coincidence set up

employing two 3/2 x 3/2" Nal (TL) detectors and having a

resolving time of 1.4 nanoseconds for the above cascade.

The attenuation coefficients G22(t) were obtained from the

time spectra at angle 90 and 180 . The sample was then heated at

160°C for several hours and again counted for coincidences. The

't) spectra shown in Figure-7 were analysed by non-linear

least square fitting program to obtain the quadrupole interaction

frequency (WQ) and the asymmetry ( TV) of the electric field

gradient (EFG). The WQ value was found to be 22.9 +0.6 MHz for

the unheated sample and 20.1+0.6 MHz for the heated sample
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indicating virtually no change in the chemical surrounding of the

Hf atom on heating. This may be explained in terms of the

possible dimerisation of the complex on heating.

21. Positron Annihilation Studies in High Tc Superconductors

P.K. Pujari, T. Datta, S.B. Manohar, Satya Prakash,

P.V.P.S.S. Sastry, J.V. Yakhmi, I.K. Gopalkrishnan,

G.M. Phatak and R.M. Iyer

We have carried out a sensitive analysis of high resolution

Doppler-broadened annihilation radiation (DBAR) spectra acquired

in a number of HTcSC compounds as given in Table 13. In all the

compounds two components of significantly different widths were

observed. The narrow and the broad components were identified to

be originating from the defects/oxygen vacancy sites and bulk

(anionic sites i.e., at oxygen) respectively.

A Cu positron source was used. The DBAR sppectra were

measured at temperatures between 77 K and 300 K, using a 2 cc

HPGe detector system coupled to a 4K MCA, having a resolution of

1.0 KeV at 511.8 KeV gamma line of Ru. The observed spectra

were deconvoluted off the detector resolution function to obtain

the intrinsic momentum distribution using the standard gamma

spectrum (511.8 KeV) of Ru. The intrinsic distributions were

then resolved for components using PAACFIT program without any

bias. The only temperature dependent parameters were seen to be
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Table - 13

No. Compound Phase Tc(K)
(R=0)

Remarks

single 93
123

2. YBaoCua07_v do

3. Tl2CaBa2Cu2Ox single 108
2122

4. Tl2CaBa2Cu2Ox single 95
2122

5. Tl2Ca2Ba2Cu30x mixed 125
2122+2223

6. Bi2CaSr2Cu2Ox single 85
2122

7. Bi^ 6(P*>)o * mixed 110
2122+2223

8. Bij 6(pb)<3 A mixed 85
2122+2223

Semiconducting down to
77K

Result of argon annealing
of 3.

Different Tc than 7 due
to different heat
treatment schedule;
having a significant drop
at 110 K in resistivity.

the intensity of the narrow component., 1^, and the width (FWHM)

of the broad component, f^. The variation of IJJ and f-Q as a

function of temperature for all the samples is given in figures

8A to 10 A and 8B to 10B respectively. In view of positrons

annihilating from the bulk and the defects/vacancy sites in

polycrystalline samples like ours, two components are expected as

observed in the present case.

The salient features of our observations are outlined below:
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Increase of the width (FWHM) of the broad component, (j}» at

the onset of superconducting transition.

Increase of the intensity of narrow component, IJJ, at the

onset of superconducting transition.

Observation of double peak structure in fg VS (T) profile

for mixed phase samples of Tl-2122+2223 and Bi-2122+2223; and the

relative change of the magnitude of the derived parameters at the

maxima, varying from sample to sample.

Decrease of f"jj and Ifl below Tc for Tl and Bi compounds

unlike in YBCO.

One of the common features seen in all the superconducting

samples is the sharp increase of (g at the onset of

superconductivity (figures 8B, 9B, 10B). Since (5 primarily

represents the momentum distribution of the oxygen valence

electrons, the increase could be due to increased momentum of

these electrons at the onset of superconductivity. The other

interesting feature is the increase in the intensity of the

narrow component, Ipj, at the onset of superconductivity (Figures

8A, 9A, 10A). Since the narrow component arises due to the

positrons annihilating from the trapped state, the reason for

this increase could be due to an increase in electron density at

the vacancy/defect sites or a possible structural change leading

to an increased number of trapping sites, at the onset of

superconducting transition. The IJJ values for 2223+2122 samples

in Tl and Bi compounds are seen to be higher than their single

phase counterpart (figures 9A and]QA; no. 5 vs 3 and 7 vs 6). The
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higher IN values for mixed phase samples than the single phase

ones could be due to the higher number of Cu-0 and Ca—0 planes

(n=3), which make available an increased number of trapping sites

in the 2223 phase compared to the n=2 in the 2122 single phase

compounds.

The increased of |"B and IN a^ ***e onset of

superconductivity reaches a maximum value and decreases on

further cooling below Tc and Tl and Bi compounds (Figures 9 and

10). This decrease below Tc is, however, not seen in YBCO at

least down to 77 K, below which no measurements were carried out.

In 2122 single phase compounds of Tl and Bi oxide superconductors

(no.3 and 6) these parameters reach a maximum at »-*Tc and decrease

monotonically on further cooling (Figures 9 and 10). However, for

the mixed phase compounds (2122+2223) of Tl and Bi (nos. 5 and

7), there appears another peak on further cooling and results in

a double peak profile of (B (T) (Figures 9B and 10B). Since the

mixed phase contains two phases, namely 2223 and 2122, the latter

phase seems to be responsible for the second peak. These

observations thus point to the fact that multiple superconducting

phases, with different values of Tc's, should, in principle, give

rise to separate peaks in fg and Inj. A look at the f~g profile

of the mixed phase compounds (nos. 5 and 7, 8 in figures 9B and

10B), in fact, reveals that the stronger peak in each case

corresponds to the superconducting phase that yields the zero

resistance. The single phase compound 2122 in both Tl and Bi

superconductors (nos. 3 and 6) registered the largest peak in ffl
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at the zero resistance temperature compared to their mixed phase

counterparts (figures 9B and 10B). We believe that these

observations are due to the presence of a larger volume fraction

of the superconducting phase corresponding to the zero resistance

temperature of the material. Argon annealing (which results in

decrease of Tc and increase in transition width, Tc) of 2122 Tl

compound, no. 3 resulting in no 4, in fact, resulted in a

reduction in the magnitude of the fg peak (Figure 9A). The only

dissimilarity in the fg and IR profiles is the decrease of these

parameters below Tc for Tl and Bi systems which is not

apprarently seen in YBCO system. The decrease of fg below Tc is

perhaps a manifestation of the presence of a temperature

dependent superconducting gap. In conclusion we suggest:

1. Involvement of oxygen valence electrons in the

superconducting transition

2. possibly an increase in electron density at the

vacancies/defects and/or a structural change is associated

with the transition

3. positron annihilation studies can, in principle, pinpoint

the existing superconducting phases in a mixed phase sample

and

4. a common electronic mechanism governs the phenomenon of high

Tc superconductivity in all the three types of oxide

superconductors studied.
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22. Positron annihilation study of spin transition in metal

complex

*
P.K. Pujari, T. Datta, Satya Prakash and S.K. Kulshreshtha

Doppler-broadened positron annihilation radiation line shape

analysis provides information about various positron/positronium

states in a system as well as about electron momentum

distribution in a system. In the event of positronium (Ps)

formation in a chemical system, such investigations often provide

information regarding presence of paramagnetic species, oxidants,

unsaturation sites etc. following interaction of positronium. In

the present work spin transition has been studied in a classical

complex Fe(Phen)2 (NCS)2 using positron as a probe.

The complex was prepared from a mixture of

Fe(C10^)2-6H20, KSCN and 1:10 Phenanthroline and occurrence of

57spin transition has been established from Fe Moss Bauer

spectroscopy and D.S.C. . The transition temperature is 174 K

and the spin states are: low spin Aj (t2g ) and high spin T2

(t 2 g
4 eg

2) for Fe 2 + (3 d6 configuration).

The positron annihilation spectra were acquired using a

64

Cu-positron emitter on a 2 cc HPGe detector system coupled to a

4 K MCA with resolution of .—' 1 KeV at 511.8 KeV at a channel

resolution of 60 eV/channel, at temperatures 142, 153, 198 and

225 K in a temperature-controlled cryostat.

Chemistry Division
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The Doppler-broadened spectrum in each case was deconvoluted

off detector response function and'.subsequently was subjected to

PAACPIT analysis'1 . It was seen that formation of Ps is low in

this compound as expected insolids. It was also seen that the

full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the intrinsic spectrum as

weir as the narrowest component from PAACFIT analysis (due to p-

Ps) show changes with temperature. The FWHM of the intrinsic

spectrum decreases above 174 K, commensurate with increase in the

p-Ps component as expected from the 'spin-flip' interaction of 0-

Ps with high-spin complex.
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23. Carrier-free separation of palladium from ruthenium

A.G.C. Nair, S.K. Das and Satya Prakash

Pd has suitable gamma-gamma cascade and convenient half-

life for use in perturbed angular correlation studies of point

defects in metals and in important radiopharmaceuticals . In

view of these applications palladium activity produced in Ru (o<.,

xn) reaction has been separated in carrier-free form using two
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methods with a percentage recovery of 60 and 90.

About 200 mg. of pelletised target of Ru-metal powder was

fused with five times Na2C>2 after alpha-particle irradiation,

4+
followed by treatment with concentrated HC1 and HN03+Ce mixture

( 3}to distill off RuO^v '. Excess cerium was precipitated out as

hydroxide and Pd in the concentrated supernate was separated by

ion-exchange chromatography using Dowex 1x8:200 mesh resin in

chloride form. Pd was eluted with di1. NH3~solution. In the

second method, palladium was coprecipitated with tellurim

metal<4) which was then oxidized to Te(VI) using HN03
+ KBr03

mixture and palladium was separated by anion-exchange method

described above. In both the cases palladium was assayed gamma

spectrometrically.
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24. A high efficiency Neutron Well coincidence counter

T. Datta, S.P. Dange, Satya Prakash, R.K. Shah and

J.K. Samuel

A compact geometry, high efficiency neutron well coincidence

counter has been constructed to assay plutonium in sealed

containers, operational wastes as well as in finished products.

3
The unit consists of sixteen He. proportional counters of

dia 2.54 cm, length 50 cm and at 4 atm. fill pressure of helium,

enclosed in a moderating assembly of HDPE sheets. The central

well dia is 18 cm with height of 50 cm. All the counters are

connected in parallel and the combined output is fed into a Shift

register coincidence logic following a preamplifier and an active

filter amplifier. The coincidence logic has selectable time gate

widths of 64 and 128 /is. In the logic a prompt and a delayed gate

of same time width but separated by a long delay of 512 /i sec

sample the neutron pulses associated with each neutron pulse.

Since fission neutrons (emitted by even-even isotopes of Pu,

240

Pu in particular) are time correlated (depending upon die-

away time of neutrons in the unit), the prompt gate and delayed

gate provide the measures of real+accidental and only

accidentally coincident neutron pulses respectively. Difference

in the counts of the two gates provides the number of really
240coincident (time-correlated) fission neutrons from *•*•* Pu or

240
Pu amount. Eventually knowing the Pu-isotopic composition, the

amount of plutonium can be obtained.
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The total and coincidence (for Pu) counting efficiencies

252
were determined using standard neutron sources of PuC>2 and Cf.

With both ends of the well open the extreme position efficiency

values were seen to reduce by 10% tor the maximum gross

efficiency of 20% and by ^ 20% for the maximum coincidence

efficiency of 304%. With reflector plugs at Hie two ends these

variations were seen to be within 2-3%.

After development and standardization of the unit neutron

emission strength has been determined for U-Al and Pu-Al alloy

plates and their assemblies, to be used as fuel in the reactor

KAMINI. Occurrence of multiplication of neutron was also detected

in these assemblies.

25. Setting up of Large volume low background Gamma counting

facility

P.P. Burte, S.M. Deshmukh, S.B. Manohar and Satya Prakash

The experience of counting the grass samples received from

IAEA for intercomparison experiment and the Fly ash samples from

Central Fuel Research Institute, Dhanbad brought out that low

background, high efficiency and good resolution can enhance the

sensitivity of detection of radioactivity in environrsntal

samples. Such a facility can reduce the counting times without

hampering the precision in estim<it ion also.

A vertical 80 cc High Purity Germanium detector (highest

volume available in the Division) was used and has resolution of

1.8 KeV at 1332 KeV. A graded shield consisting of 0.25" thick



Aluminium, 0.25" brass and 2" thick lead (from inside to outside)

was fabricated. The top of the detector was also shielded in the

same fashion, whereas except the arm of the detector remaining

bottom portion was shielded by cadmium foil (2 mm thick). The

shield has a window on cylindrical surface to place a sample in

the sample holder. To protect the detector from possible

contamination it is wrapped in alkathene sheet and separated from

sample holder assembly by a 2 mm thick perspex.

The background performance of this set up was tested and

compared with the reported performance of a 100 cc Ge (Li)

detector shielded and housed in a specially, designed counting

room with walls made of baryte concrete located in a. basement of

a building. The data for comparison is taken from Technical

Report Series No.295 (IAEA 1989). The comparison of the

performance is given below for the background peaks in the energy

range 40-3000 KeV.

Our system Repiorted systems
80 cc HPGe 100 cc Ge (Li)

Total No. of background 32 26
peaks

No. of common Peaks 18 18
observed

Count rate of most intense 53.2/1000 S 107/1000 S
peak (511 KeV) (1460 KeV)

Count rate under all the 492.8/1000 S 346.3/1000 S
peaks together

Integrated counts from 8980/1000 S
40-3000 KeV
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The above data show that our system compares well with the

reported counting system for environmental samples.

26. Decontaminabili:y tests on paint coated surfaces

P.P. Burte, S.M. Deshmukh, S.B. Manohar and Satya Prakash

The work regarding testing the decontaminabi1ity of paint

coated surfaces was continued as required by N.P.C.

The fission product solution used to contaminate the

surfaces contained 1 3 4' 1 3 7Cs, 105Ru-Rh, 1 4 4Ce, 95Zr and 95Nb. To

estimate these activities prior and after each decontamination

step, a 45 cc HPGe detector coupled to 4 K channel analyser was

made use of. The counting geometry of the sample with respect to

the detector was kept constant using a specially designed sample

holder. These studies were carried out for two different types of

paints on concrete and steel surfaces in each batch. In all three

batches consisting of 38 M.S. plates and 8 concrete block were

tested.

27. Setting up of a radiochemical laboratory at Pelletron, TIFR

A.V.R. Reddy, S.B. Manohar and Satya Prakash

The location of the laboratory is on the first floor,

adjascent to the Pelletron beam hall as shown in Fig. 11. The

laboratory premises comprise two rooms of identical dimensions
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4.8 m x 2.7mx 3.3m for the purpose of radiochemical operations

and nuclear radiation measurements. The outer room (Room 2) is

for instruments and equipments for counting while the inner room,

(Room 1) separated from the outer room by a shoe—barrier, is for

radiochemical (active) work. The inner room has two fumehoods of

standard dimensions. One of the fumehoods will house the loading/

receiving slation of the proposed pneumatic carrier Facility

(PCF). The laboratory is provided with an S.S. sink for active

washings which will be collected in Carbouys for treatment.

Adequate number of electrical points (3:15 amp. and 4:5 amp) have

been provided for laboratory equipment eg. oven, balance etc. In

the instrumentation room (Room 2) also appropriate number of

electrical points for nuclear radiation counting equipments eg.

alpha-, gamma-spectrometers, beta counter etc., have been

provided. There is a porceline sink in this room for inactive

washings, with connection to general drainage system. Both the

rooms have PVC tile-flooring for ease of decontamination. Fire

extinguishers will be available in both the rooms. In filter

house power is provided from service room.

VENTILATION TO FUMEHOODS

Both the fumehoods are provided with ventilation with a

linear velocity of 45 m/min at an opening of 1.2 m x 0.3 m using

an exhaust b lower of capacity 2550 CMH at 200 water gauge static

pressure. The fumehood outlets are connected to a Fiberglass

Reinforced Plastic (FRP) duct (250 mm x 350 mm) with dampers.
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This duct is received into High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA)

filter bank having two filters of size 609 x 609 x 305 with an

efficiency of 99.97%. Outlet of the filter bank is connected to

the blower and finally let off through an FRP stack, of height

about 13 m (ie. about half a meter above pelletron hall), fixed

along the outer wall of the beam hall. The blower and the filter

bank are housed in a separate room (Filter house) which has been

constructed. The blower has been isolated from the filter house

floor with vibroraounts to minimise the transfer of vibrations to

the structure. A water manometer has been provided across the

filter bank to show the level of bank loading. These manometer

tappings can also be used for periodic air sampling to measure

the radioactivity level in the exchausted air. Four numbers of

dry metallic fresh air filters of size 450 mm x 450 mm x 50 mm

are provided in the outer wall of room-1 to receive fresh air.

FILTER HOUSE

Filter bank and the blower are housed in the filter house of

dimensions 2.5 m x 4.0 m x 2.30 m. This has been constructed on

the terrace adjacent to the radiochemistry laboratory and near

the SFg tanks of pelletron. A layout of this filter house is

given in Fig. 12. Due to slab load constraints, a light weight

filter house was constructed. The walls are of corrugated

aluminium sheets and the roof is of corrugated FRP.
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28. Gamma Radiation Effects on CR-39 Detector: Measurement of

252Alpha to Fission Branching Ratio of Cf.

S.L. Agashe, A.K. Pandey, R.C. Sharma, P.C. Kalsi and

R.H. Iyer

In continuation of the work on the radiation effects on CR-

39, the dependence of bulk etch rate, track etch rate and alpha/

252fission branching ratios of Cf on the gamma dose has been

determined in the range of 0-53 PI Rads.

The bulk etch rate of the detector has been found to be

directly proportional to the gamma dose (Table 14). Gamma

irradiation of CR-39 tends to increase the alpha to fission

252
branching ratio of Cf from the expected value of 32 (Table 5).

This is most probably due to the reduction of fission track

density as a result of enhanced bulketch rate of the gamma

irradiated detectors.

Table - 14: Variations of Bulk and Track etch rates with gamma

dose

Gamma ray dose
(M Rad)

0.00

5.55

17.93

40.50

53.00

Bulk etch rate
VB (um/hr)

7.5

12.5

22.5

52.5

65.0

Track etch rate
V<p (um/hr)

-

28.44

28.64

69.30

86.95
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Table - 15: Variation of Fission and Alpha Track Density for

Cf detector: CR - 39

RemarksGamma
dose

Etching Average Track-Density «=<./f
time #/cm ratio

(M Rad) (Min) Td(f)xlO4 Td(o()xl05

0.0

5.93

15.5

90
180
240

1.97
1.98
1.97

— — The estimated
3.22 16.25 oi/f ratio is
3.17 16.10 16.0. When

corrected for
geometrical
efficiency for
track regist-
trat.ion this
becomes 32.0

6°.
90
180
225

ft

60,
90
120

1.70
1.69
1.71
1.67

1.61
1.68
1.73

3.18
3.19
2.98

-
3.02
2.95

18.7
18.7
17.8

—
17.9
17.05

*
Gamma irrad-
iation hastens
the appearance
of both alpha
and fission
tracks ie VT(f)
and V-p(*K. ) are
i ncreased.
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II. ACTINIPE CHEMISTRY

29. Solvent Extraction of Actinides <»ith Long Chain Aliphatic

Amides

P.B. Ruikar, M.S. Nagar, S.A. Pai and M.S. Subramanian

In continuation of studies on solvent extraction of U(VI)

and Pu(IV) with long chain aliphatic amides,, distribution

coefficients have been determined at various fixed temperatures

using dibutyl derivatives of hexanamide(DBHA), octanamide (DBOA)

and decanamide(DBDA) in dodecane from 3.5 M nitric acid. The

equilibrium constants for the extraction reaction were

evaluated for both U(VI) and Pu(IV) after correcting for aqueous

nitrate cmnplexing at these temperatures (1). The data was

subjected to least sqaure analysis using a computer program

and from the slopes, .AH values for each system were evaluated.

Also, A F and AS were evaluated and are given in Table 16.

TABLE - 16: THERMODYNAMIC DATA FOR EXTRACTION OF U(VI) & Pu(IV)

WITH AMIDES

U(VI) Pu(IV)

AMIDE Kh log K AF A H AS log K AF AH AS

DBHA .09 1.31 -1.82 -6.60 -15.7 3.55 -4.93 -5.73 -2.6

DBOA .10 1.43 -1.91 -4.51 -8.3 3.65 -5.07 -5.28 0.7

DBDA .13 1.73 -2.40 -6.47 -13.4 4.17 -5.74 -5.25 1.8

From the thermodynamic data, it is observed that the
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extraction of uranium with all the three amides is favoured by

high negative enthalpy change with the negative entropy

change counteracting. The extraction of Pu(IV) is also

stabilised by negative enthalpy change with the entropy

contribution being almost zero.

REFERENCES

1. S.A.Pai, J.P.Shukla and M.S.Subramanian, J. Inorg. & Nucl.

Chem., 43, 1045 (1981).

30. Synergistic Extraction of Uranium(VI) with HTTA/Amides

R. Veeraraghavan, S.A. Pai and M.S. Subramanian

Synergistic extraction of uranyl ion

with 2-thenoyltrifluoroacetone (HTTA) ̂  and long chain

aliphatic amides with varying basicities, viz., DBHA, DBOA and

DBDA has been studied at various fixed temperatures of 20, 30,

40 & 50+0.1°C. The equilibrium constants of the organic phase

addition reaction have been found to follow their order of

basicities (Kh) viz., DBHA (0.09) <DBOA (0.1) < DBDA (0.13)

with log Ks values of 4.91, 4.99 and 5.02 respectively. These

values are much higher than those with TBP (3.8) or

sulphoxides (*—4) as donors (1,2). This may be attributed

to the existence of a resonance form of the amide having

higher electron density on the carbonyl oxygen. The

thermodynamic parameters associated with these systems evaluated
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by the temperature coefficient method (Table-17) indicate that

the organic phase addition reaction with all these amides is

Table - 17: Thermodynamic Data of the System, U(VI)/TTA/AMIDE

AMIDE (A) Log Ks A F ^H AS

DBHA 4.91 -6.82 -5.35 4.8

DBOA 4.99 -6.93 -5.30 5.4

DBDA 5.02 -6.97 -5.51 4.8

stabilised by both enthalpy and entropy changes as against

U(VI)/HTTA/TBP system (1) where only enthalpy change

contributes for stabilisation.

REFERENCES

1. M.S.Subramanian and S.A.Pai, J. Inorg. & Nucl. Chem., 32,

3677 (1970).

2. M.S.Subramanian and S.A.Pai, Aus. J. Chem., 26, 77 (1973).

31. Solid Complexes of Hexavalent Actinides with Acylpyrazolones

and N,N' Dialkylamides

M.S. Nagar, P.B. Ruikar and M.S. Subramanian

31.1 Ternary uranyl complexes with PMBP, PMAP, and TTA as

chelating agents and DBHA, DBOA, DBDA as oxodonors

Following the investigation of amides as synergists
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in the solvent extraction of actinides, solid complexes

incorporating acylpyrazolones and dialkyl amides were

synthesised and characterised. PMBP (1—phenyl—3-methyl—4—

benzoyl-pyrazolone-5 and PMAP (l-phenyl-3-methyl-4-acetyl-

pyrazolone-5) were prepared by Jensen's method, recrystallised

from n-hexane and characterised by elemental analysis. The

uranyl complexes were prepared by solvent extraction of 50

ml.of uranyl nitrate solution (1 mM) at a pH of 2 with 50 ml. of

benzene solution containing 2mM of the acylpyrazolone and 1

mM of the respective amide. The benzene layer was dried and the

product recrystallised twice from n-hexane. Melting points

were determined by an automatic melting point apparatus,

Met tier FP-61. Carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen were determined

by combustion. Uranium was determined by back extracting from

benzene, a weighed amount ol the complex with 5 N sulphuric

acid, passing through a Jone's reductor to convert to U(IV) and

titrating with standard Ce(IV) solution using ferroin as

indicator. It was also obtained from the weight of the oxide

residue (U3O6) after C-H combustion. The analytical data

establish that they have the stoichiometry U02X2»Amide. (Table

— 18). Infrared spectra were recorded in nujol mulls between

Csl discs in the range 4000-200 cm using Pye-Unicam grating

spectrophotometer, PU-9510. PMR spectra were measured in

CDCI3 with Varian FT-80A spectrophotometer using TMS as

internal standard.

The empirical assignemnts of a few typical infrared bands
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Table - 18: Analytical Data of Uranyl Pyrazolone Amide Complexes

COMPLEX

UO2(PMBP)2

UO2(PMBP)2

UO2(PMBP)2

UO2(PMAP)2.

UO2(PMAP)2.

UO2(PMAP)2.

.DBHA

.DBOA

.DBDA

.DBHA

DBOA

DBDA

UO2(TTA)2.DBHA

U02(TTA)2.DBOA

%C

48.5
(49.1)

49.6
(50.2)

51.3
(51.0)

54.8
(54.7)

55.6
(55.5)

56.4
(56.3)

39.4
(38,3)

40.8
(39.7)

%H

5.6
(5.5)

5.7
(5.8)

5.5
(5.9)

5.3
(5.4)

5.6
(5.6)

5.9
(5.9)

3.9
(4.2)

4.2
(4.4)

%N

6.7
(6.7)

6.6
(6.5)

6.3
(6.3)

7.5
(7.6)

7.4
(7.3)

7.0
(7.1)

1.5
(1.5)

1.5
(1.5)

%U(V) U%(G)

26.0 25.5
(25.7)

25.0 25.0
(24.9)

24.7 24.7
(24.2)

23.2 22.6
(22.6)

22.4 22.1
(22.1)

21.5 21.7
(21.5)

25.0 24.5
(25.3)

25.4 24.1
(24.6)

Figures in parantheses indicate calculated values.

V « Volumetric; G » Gravimetric

are given in Table - 19. The reduction of the stretching

frequency of the carbonyl band of the amide from 1640 in the

neat ligands to 1600 cm" indicate its coordination in the

molecule. A strong band in the 1500 cm" region in the

pyrazolone complexes is assigned to the pyrazolone ring

stretch. Bands at 1065 and 780 cm" have been ascribed to the

CH inplane and out of plane deformations respectively. The O-U-

0 asymmetric stretch has been observed as a strong band at 930

cm indicating its coordination in the molecule. The U-0
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Tible - 19: Typical IR Bands of Uranyl Beta-diketone Amide

complexes

Beta-diketone = PMBP; Amide = X.

X C=0 Py.ring v C-H inpl.O-U-0
(v)

C-H o/p U-0 U-0 O-U-0
(Py) (X)

DBHA

DBOA

DBDA

1610

1610

1695

1510

1505

1495

1065

1065

1060

935

930

922

775

772

765

430

420

420

350

350

345

275

270

265

Beta-diketone = PMAP; Amide = X.

DBHA

DBOA

DBDA

1600

1600

1705

1495

1495

1508

1060

1060

1070

930

925

935

770

770

780

420

415

432

340

345

360

265

265

280

Beta-diketone = TTA; Amide = X.

DBHA 1595

DBOA 1585

1070

1070

925

925

795

790

495

500

360

360

260

250

(chelate) has been assigned to band occurring in the region of

415—430 cm in the pyrazolone complexes and at 500 cm in the

TTA complexes. The U-0 (amide) was observed in the ran^e of 340-

n

280 cm

group

360 cm in both the pyrazolone and TTA complexes. Bands at 260—

have been ascribed to the bending mode of the uranyl

The PMR spectra of the TTA complexes gave broad singlets

for thienyl protons as well as sharp singlets for the >CH
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protons. The presence of two clear triplets for the alpha CH2

protons of the butyl group indicate that they are non-equivalent

due to restricted rotation of the C-N bond, the triplets

arising due to the associated coupling with the adjacent

methylene protons. Methyl protons of the butyl group are

observed to be the most shielded occurring as triplets due to

coupling by the adjacent methylene protons. However the alpha

methylene protons of the butyl group in PMBP & PMAP complexes

have been observed as a composite peak of 6 lines involving the

merger of two triplets as compared to two clear triplets in the

corresponding TTA complexes. From this it is clear that PMBP

and PMAP complexes with amides are less sterically hindered to

rotation as compared to the TTA system.

Thermal investigations reveal a dip at 125°C in the DTA

trace of U02(PMBP)2 complexes with DBHA and DBOA

presumably due to a phase change which can be correlated with

complete removal of hindered rotation about the C-N bond.

Three plateaus corresponding to the loss of one PMBP, amide and

the second PMBP molecule are observed giving rise to

exothermic, endothermic and strong exothermic peaks

respectively. The loss of amide and second PMBP molecule did not

give rise to two clear cut plateaus. These studies indicate

that both PMBP moieties are bonded differently with the uranyl

group in the molecule.
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31.2 Ternary plutonyl complexes with PMBP and PMAP as chelating

agents and amides as oxodonors

As with uranium, the corresponding plutonyl complexes of

amides (DBHA,DBOA and DBDA) with PMBP and PMAP were isolated and

purified after two recrystal1isations from n-hexane. The dark

tan coloured complexes were analysed for carbon, hydrogen,

nitrogen and plutonium contents and their melting points

determined (Table - 20). The compounds were found to have a

Table - 20: Analytical Data for Plutonyl pyrazolone Amide

Complexes

COMPLEX

PuO2(PMBP)2.

PuO2(PMBP)2.

PuO2(PMBP)2.

PuO2(PMAP)2.

PuO2(PMAP)2.

PuO2(PMAP)2.

2DBHA

2DB0A

2DBDA

2DBHA

2DBOA

2DBDA

%C

57.
(58.

59.
(59.

60.
(60.

54.
(54.

54.
(55.

57.
(57.

i

8
1)

7
3)

7
3)

1
0)

8

1
2)

%V

6.
(6.

6.
(7.

6.
(7.

7.
(6.

7.
(7.

7.
(7.

I

8
7)

8
0)

9
3)

0
9)

1
3)

4
6)

%N

6
(6

6
(6

6
(6

7
(7

7
(6

6
(6

.6

.6)

.4

.3)

.2
• 0)

.3

.3)

.3
• 9)

.7
• 7)

%Pu(G)

19.

18.

17.

20.

20.

19.

0
(18

2
(17

1
(17

5
(20

4
(19

3
(19

%Pu(R)

13,
•7)

17.
• 9)

17.
•2)

20.
• 7)

19.
•7)

18.
.0)

.0

.4

.0

,0

1

6

Figures in parantheses indicate calculated values.

G = Gravimetric; R = Radiometric.

stoichiometry corresponding to Pu02(pyrazolone)2.2 Amide as

compared to uranyl complexes having only one amide of
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coordination. The extracted portions of the complexes indicate

a bathochromic shift of the 831 nm peak to 851-853 nm.

32. Extraction studies of Pu(IV) and Am(III) with 3-Phenyl-4-

Benzoyl-5 Isoxazolone

V.K. Manchanda and P.K. Mohapatra

Heterocyclic ring moiety like pyrazole was found to be

responsible for making pyrazolones versatile extractants at

comparatively lower pH values. Presence of heterocyclic ring

substituent isoxazole further decreased the pKa value of a beta

diketone and thereby improves its extracting ability for several

transition metal ions (1). An attempt has been rsade in the

present work to investigate the extraction behaviour of Pu(IV)

and Am(III) with 3 Phenyl~4-Benzoyl-5 Isoxazolone.

32.1 Synthesis of 3 Phenyl-4 Benzoyl-5 Isoxazolone

1.6 gm of 3-phenyl-5 isoxazolone was dissolved in 40 ml of

dioxane. The solution was refluxed at r-'100°C after the addition

of 11.3 g. of benzoic anhydride and 2 g. of sodium benzoate. The

mixture was cooled and slurried with 50 ml. of water. Ether was

added to extract the impurities and the aqueous phase was

acidified to obtain crystals of 3 phenyl-4-benzoyl-5 isoxazolone.

Recrystalised compound was characterised by elemental analysis,

melting point (146 C) electronic and p.m.r. spectra.
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32.2 Extraction studies of Pu(IV)

239

Pu(IV)-PBI- toluene system was investigated at 25 C using

Pu tracer. Distribution of Pu(IV) was studied as a function of

—4 —3reagent concentration in the range 9.0x10 - 1.8x10 M as well

as hydrogen ion concentration in the range 1-1.5 M. Stoichiometry

of the extracted species conformed to Pu(PBI)4 under the

experimental conditions mentioned above. Equilibrium constants

for the two phase equilibrium:

+ 4 HPBI + 4 H

was found to be 13.3+0.5 (i.s. = 1 M and temp. • 25 C) when

toluene was used as organic diluent. Table 21 shows the variation

Table - 21: % Extraction of Pu(IV) as a function of acidity,

[PBIJ m 0.05 M

Concentration

1 N

2 N

3 N

4 N

5 N

H3PO4

/—'100

94. 5

87.7

H2SO4

,—>100

,-^100

96.6

92.3

% E

HNO3

-^100

^^100

-~100

99.8

98.7

HC1

^-100

99.5

99.5

99.5

96.8

HCIO4

,—100

99.1

98.7

99.2

97.2

of percentage extraction of plutonium with acid concentration for

HC1, HNO3, HCIO4, H2SO4 and H3PO4.
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Stripping behaviour was studied using 0.1 M hydroquinone,

0.1 M hydroxylamine hydrochloride and a mixture of 0.2 M oxalic

acid and 0.2 M amm. oxalate in 1 M HNO3. Hydroquinone was found

to be most effective stripping agent. Subsequent behaviour was

studied as a function of HCl/Hydroquinone concentration. Table 22

Table - 22: % Stripping of Pu(IV) as a function of HC1

concentration, [Hydroquinone] a 0.1 M

Cone, of HC1 (M) % Stripping

1.1 53.0

2.2 92.9

3.3 98.6

4.4 99.7

shows that quantitative stripping is achieved at 4.4 M HC1 in the

presence of 0.1 M hydroquinone. In subsequent experiments even

0.25 M hydroquinone at 4.4 M HC1 was found sufficient for

quantitative stripping. Table 23 shows that PBI is a far better

Table - 23

IHNO3J M % E (0.05 M Extractant)

TTA PMBP PBI

1 82.1 ^ 1 0 0 ,~100

2 6.5 ^100 —100

3 0.6 ,—100 ,~100

4

5 - 96.2 99.0

82.1

6 . 5

0 . 6

0 . 1

_

^ 1 0 0

~>100

^-100

99.4

96.2
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extractant than TTA and it is comparable to PMBP in HNO3 medium.

In conclusion, present studies suggest that 0.05 M PBI in toluene

is sufficient for quantitative extraction of Pu from 4 M HC1 and

the use of 0.05 M hydroquinone in 4 M HC1 as aqueous phase causes

quantitative stripping.

32.3 Extraction studies of Am(III)

Am(III)-HPBI-Toluene system was studied at 25°C using Am

tracer. Distribution of Am(III) was studied as a function of

reagent concentration in the range 0.01 M to 0.05 M as well as a

function of pH in the range 1 to 1.4. Stoichiometry of the

extracted species conformed to Am(PBI)3.HPBI, under the

experimental conditions mentioned. Equilibrium constant for the

two phase equilibrium

Am3+ + 4 HPBI ,. »AmrPBI1?.HPBI + 3 H
+

was found to be 2.3+0.1 (i.s. = 0.1 M, temp. 25°C).

REFERENCES

1. A. Jyothi and G.N. Rao, Chemica Scripta, T]_, 367 (1987)

33. Laboratory Studies on the Adsorption Behaviour of Americium

P.K. Mohapatra and V.K. Manchanda

An attempt has been made in the present work to investigate
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the adsorption of americium in aqueous solution as a function of

pH, stirring conditions and the presence of particulate matter. A

few experiments were also performed to study the effect of

complexation of naturally occurring organic substance i.e. humic

acid on the adsorption behaviour of Am.

Fig. 13 shows the species distribution plots for the

Am(III)-H20 system in the pH range 1-6. For simplicity sake, a

3+ 2+

simple model comprising Am and Am(OH) species has been

considered. Whereas ( ) curves were reported by Moulin et. al

(1). ( ) curves have been obtained on the basis of the work

carried out in our laboratory (2). Such diversity in the nature

of species distribution plots is expected in view of the

variation in the log f>i values reported in the literature (2).

Broadly speaking, these values fall in two distinct groups i.e.

(3.05-3.65) and (5.9-8.2). Observations made during the present

work favour the values in the first group. Higher hydroxy

complexes i.e. Am(0H)2 and Am(0H)3 (though not shown in fig. 13)
2+ire also present alongwith Am(OH) in the solution.

Fig. 14 shows the percentage of Am(IIl) removed from the

bulk aqueous phase as a function of time. Percentage adsorption

was calculated by substracting percentage activity in the bulk

aqueous phase from the total initial activity. Aqueous phase

used was filtered to remove particulate matter > 0.6 /im. Whereas

adsorption could be seen after a few minutes at pH 5.u _ ..0,

it could not be observed at pH 4 even after several hours. Fig.

15 shows the adsorption behaviour of Am at pH 6.0 under different
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100

FIG.-I3. SPECIES DIAGRAM FOR Am 3 + AND Am(OH)2"1" (—)pkH*3.65,
(—)pkH-7.0 .
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FIG.-I4. %AGE ADSORPTION OF Am AS A FUNCTION OF TIME, FILTERED
SOLUTION (PARTICLE SlZE<0.6>/m) o p H 6 ; CfpH5; A pH 4
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FIG.-I5. %AGE ADSORPTION OF Am AS A FUNCTION OF TIME; pH = 6.0

o FILTERED (PARTICLE SIZE < 0 . 6 / / ) AND CONTINUOUSLY STIRRED

o FILTERED, NO STIRRING • UNFILTED, NO STIRRING

A UNFILTED, THE PRESENCE OF HUMIC ACID ( * v 2 0 m g / l i t r e ) .
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experimental conditions. Curve for filtered solution lies above

that of unfiltered solution. It appears that particulate matter

provides a suspended bed for the adsorption of hydrolysed

species. Stirring of the filtered solution markedly increases the

adsorption rate.

Humic acid (HA) is known to be the principal constituent of

the naturally occuring organic substance in natural waters (3).

This polyelectrolytic substance, with a variety of functional

groups, is known to complex metal ions including Am(III). It was

therefore of interest to investigate the effect of complexation

on adsorption. A systematic study revealed that ^—1 mg/litre of

HA (at pH 6.0) is required to prevent any adsorption of Am.

Adsorption curve obtained in the presence of ^—20 mg/litre of HA

at pH 6.0 (Fig. 15) revealed a competition between the adsorption

and desorption processes. Nature of desorption curve may be

influenced by the complexation of HA with Am(IlI) under chosen

experimental conditions. Nature of humate complexes was

investigated employing an ion exchange resin DOWEX 1x4. It was

observed that no detectable exchange occurs of Am(III) in the

aqueous solution at pH 3.0. On the other hand, distribution

coefficient of ^140 was obtained towards DOWEX 1x4 for Am(III)

present in aqueous solution containing 20 mg/litre of HA at pH

6.0. This suggests the formation of anionic complex of Am(III)

under the experimental conditions.

In view of the lack of reproducibi 1 ity (precision ,-^20% at
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pH 6.0) of adsorption data, no attempt has been made in the

present work to arrive at any rate equation.
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34. Complexation of Americium(III) with Crown Ethers in Aqueous

Phase

P.K. Mohapatra and V.K. Manchanda

Due to the large hydration energies associated with high

oxidation state cations, complexation of crown ethers with such

ions has been investigated in non-aqueous media i.e. methanol,

propylene carbonate and acetonitrile. No study has so far been

reported on any transuranium ion in any medium.

Due to the possibility of keeping ligand to metal ratio as

high as 10 in the solvent extraction tracer technique, it was

thought of interest to assess the suitability of this method for

the determination of rather smaller complex formation constants

in the aqueous medium. Am(lII) was chosen as a representative
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trivalent actinide ion and picrate was used as the organophilic

counter anion due to it's large molar volume. 12-crown-4 (12C4),

15-crown-5 (15C5), 18-crown-6 (18C6) and Dicyclohexyl-18-crovrn-6

(DC18C6) were selected as the crown ethers to investigate the

influence of cavity size as well as the nature of substituent on

coraplexation.

The two phase extraction equilibrium relevant for the

present study is expressed as

M 3 + + nL(o) + 3 A~ ( > MLnA3(o) (1)

where M = Am, L - 12C4/15C5/18C6/DC18C6; A * Picrate and n »

number of ligand molecules per metal ion present in the

extractable complex species. In all subsequent treatment, charges

have been omitted and the species without subscript denote those

present in the aqueous phase. The extraction equilibrium constant

is represented as:

Kex « tMLnA3](o)/[MJrLj"o)lA]
3 (2)

The distribution ratio 'D' is defined as

D - [MLnA3]o/[M] {l + f!"n [Li*] (3)

Neglecting the crown ether complexes of Am in the aqueous

phase, equaxion (2) can be simplified as

K e x = D / [L]2 (A]
3 (4)

The partition coefficient of the ligand (PL> is defined as

PL - IL]O / tL) (5)

Ignoring the concentration of ligand complexed to the metal ion

since M^ << [L]^ and assuming volumes of organic and aqueous

phases are the same, we cars write
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[L]t = [L]o + [L] . (6)

or from (5) and (6)

[L]o = [L]t / (1 + P~L> (7)

Substituting [L]o from equation (7) in equation

D (1 + P£ 1) n

Kex = _ _

It is clear that 'n' can be conveniently obtained from the slope

of a- straight line plot of Log D vs Log [L]t- Values of 'n' thus

determined for different crown ethers were found very close

(+0.1) to the corresponding values obtained by plotting

Log (D (1+^"L PE1 [L] O +/>"
L P£2 [LJO} VS Log [LJO

justifying the use of simplified equation (A).

Overall complex formation constants ( pj, yo2»-•) i° aqueous phase

as well as Kex values were determined from the equation (8)

(which has been obtained by the rearrangements of equations (2),

(3) and (7) )

K e x [L]" [A]3 Kex [L]""1 [A]3 Kex[L]^"
2[A]3

(8)

It was observed that distribution ratio in the system

Am(III)- 18C6 - HA - CHCI3 was independent of pH in the range 2.6

to 3.6. Similarly dependency of log D on log [A ] was found to be
1

3.1+0.1. It confirms that equation (1) given under calculation

represents the two phase extraction equilibrium.

It was also observed that whereas 12C4 formed 1:3 complexes,
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both 15C5 and 18U6 formed 1:2 complexes with Am(III) in aqueous

phase. On the other hand DC18C6 formed only 1:1 species under

identical experimental conditions. In contrast, lanthanide ions

were found to form 1:1 complexes with 18C6 and 1:1 as well as 1:2

complexes with 12C4 and 15C5 in nonaqueous medium i.e. propylene

carbonate (1) as seen by homogeneous complexation potentiometric

studies. The difference in the stoichiometry of the species in

the two cases is a consequence of the large hydration energies

of the trivalent cations. Whereas in propylene carbonate medium,

H(III) ion in complex is desolvated; in aqueous solution it is at

least partly hydrated (2). Hydrated cation is too large to be

accommodated even in the cavity of the largest macrocyclic ligand

considered in the present work. Table 24 shows the aqueous phase

formation constants for 15C5 as well as 18C6 complexes as

obtained in the present wor\. Values for 12C4 and DC18C6 have

been omitted in view of the relatively large errors involved. It

appears that these coroplexation constants are influenced strongly

by the solvating behaviour of the medium. Unfortunately, there is

no data available of Am(III) complexation of crown ethers in

different solvents. Available literature on analogous lanthanide

ion, Eu(III) has been compiled in Table 24. Log 2 values in

water are 0.62 and 0.41 for Am(III)-18C6 and Am(III)-15C5

complexes respectively. Table 25 shows the extraction constants

obtained alongwith the partition coefficients for all the crown

ethers investigated in the present work. Apart from the partition

coefficients of the ligands and aqueous phase complexation

constants, extraction constants are influenced principally by the
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Table - 24: Complex formation constants ( J*\)of Eu (III) with

18C6/15C5 in different solvents : i.s.= 0.1 and

temp. = 25°C

Solvent

Propylene
carbonate

Acetonitrile

Methanol

Water

Dielectric

constant

—,

37.5

32.6

78.5

log^i

(18C6)

8.5+0.1

2.6+0.2

(0.55+0.06)*

log Ri

(15C5)

5.6+0.1

(0.21+0.02)*

Ref

3

25

6

Present
work

These are Am(III) values.

Table - 25: Extraction constant (Kex) of Am(III) with different

crown ethers; i.s. = 0.1 and temp. * 25 C

Ligand Partition coeff. Log.

4.

5.

5.

4.

*
24

18

93

21

12C4

15C5

18C6

DC18C6

7.84

6.75

3.37X10:

at 20" C
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partition coefficient of the extracted species. Since the

stoichiometry of the extracted species with respect to the ligand

and water molecules varies with the crown ether, their partition

coefficient values are likely to vary significantly. 18C6 is

found to be the best extractant amongst those employed in the

present studies.

Table 26 shows that the distribution coefficient of Am(III)-

18C6-HA-S system is influenced significantly by the nature of

Table - 26: Variation of di~»tribution coefficient as a function

of dielectric constant of the diluent for the system

Am(III)-18C6-Picric acid - Diluent;

([Picric acid] - 0.02 M; [18C6] - 0.1 M;

i.s. -0.1 M; pH • 3.0; temp - 25°C)

Diluent Dielectric constant Distribution coefficient

ND

ND*

5.8 x 10~3

0.1

0.29

0.52

ND a Not possible to determine.

organic diluent. Polar diluents like CH2CI2 favour extraction and

there was no measurable extraction in non polar diluents like

n-Hexane

Carbon tetrachloride

Benzene

Chloroform

1,1,2,2-Tetra-
chloroethane

Methvlene Chloride

1

2

2

h

8

9

.89

.23

.27

.81

.20

.08
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CCI4. and n-hexane. Such diluent effect is a typical behaviour of

solvent extraction system involving ion pairs.

The temperature dependence of distribution coefficients for

the systems Am(III)-18C6-Picric acid-CHCl3 and Am(III)-15C5~

Picric acid-CHCl3 have been studied. In both cases, extraction

equilibria are entropy destabilized (Table 27).

Table - 27: Thermodynamic functions for the extraction of

species towards chloroform

Ligand (L) AG (KCal./mole) ,AH(KCal/mole) A s (e.u.)

15C5

18C6

-7.07

-8. 10

-15.02

-18.42

-26.68

-34.64
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35. Phosphate complexing of UO2"

J.N. Mathur

The complexing of UO2 at low uranium concentrations

10~ M) has been studied with different phosphate anions at
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low [phosphatejtotal concentrations. At pH 2.50 where only the

H2PO4 anion will be present the complexing of UO2 ion may be

written as:

++ - pi +
U0 2 + H2PO4 { 1 » UO2H2PO/i (1)

and. U0 2
+ + + 2H2P(>4 c ' >UO?(H?PO^)? (2)

The equilibrium constants u^ and /2 have been calculated at

0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 M NaCIOz,.

The technique used in this work is solvent extraction

utilizing sodium salt of dinonylnaphthalene sulphonic acid (NaD)

as an extractant. In the absene of phosphate anions in the

aqueous phase the equilibrium is represented by

the distribution ratio (Do) in this case is written as:

Do = [U02(Nam_2Dm](o) / [UO 2
2 +] ( a ) (4)

— — 2+

In the presence of H2PC>4 (A ) anion the extraction of U0 2 is

affected by the complexes formed in the aqueous phase (equations

1 and 2). The D can now be written as

D - [U02(Nam_2Dm](o) / [U02
2+](a) + [UO2A

+]a + [UO2A2]a (5)

= [U02(Nam_2Dm)](o) / [UO 2
2 +] a (l+^i[A"j + D2 [A~]2) (6)

combining equations h and 6 and simplifying gives equation 7.

r.-,2

— - (7)

D Do Do Do

Under the conditions where only the first complex is fo-rmed i.e.

at very low H2PO/j concentrations, from the plots of i/D vs. [A J

the value of U± couh be calculated. At higher H2PO4
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concentrations where predominantly second complex should be

formed, the plots of (Do/D -1) / [A~] vs. [A~] gives a straight

line, the slope of this straight line being equal to the 152

value.

For the calculation [A ] concentrations at pH 2.50 and

various ionic strengths the pKaj values at such ionic strengths

were determined. With the knowledge of activity coefficients of

NaClC>4 solution at different molarities and the pKaj values

(given in Table 28) the H2PO4 (A ) , concentrations were

Table — 28: pKaj of phosphoric acid and activity coefficients of

NaClO^ at different ionic strengths

Ionic strength

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.7

1.0

pKa-[

2.09

2.01

1.95

1.86

1.70

Activity coeff

0.775

0.701

0.668

0.648

0.629

calculated. The stability constant values are tabulated in Table

29.
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Table - 29: Stability constants of UC>2++ complexes with H2PO4

anion at different ionic strengths

Ionic strength log K± 1°£ />2

0.1 3.04 5.15

0.3 2.97 4.97

0.5 2.95 4.96

0.7 2.94 4.94

1.0 2.94 4.93

36. Extraction of trivalent actinides with CMP

M.S. Muralif J.N. Mathur and P.R. Natarajan

The extraction and recovery of trivalent Am and Cm from high

level acid waste solutions is being carried out using dihexyl

N,N-diethyl carbomyl methylene phosphonate (CMP). A 30% solution

of impure CMP (/—'SOX purity, commercial product) in dodecane

3+extracts Am to an extent of ^-«100% from acid range of pH 2.0 to

7 M HNO3. The presence of acidic impurities in CMP makes the back

3+extraction of Am a very difficult task. The removal of acidic

impurities from the impure CMP has been successfully done by

mercuric nitrate precipitation and then regeneration of the pure

CMP with KCN/Na2CC>3 solution. The purity of the compound has been

checked by C, H and N determinations.
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37. Extraction of Palladium from Nitric acid medium and its

Spectrophotometric Determination

G.H.Rizvi and P.R.Natarajan

The work on the extraction of palladium with di-octyl

sulphide was continued by substituting the solvent toluene with

solvent dodecane.

Procedure for determination of pal ladiurn

Take an aliquot containing 5-100 ug of palladium in 3 ml of

2 mol/1 nitric acid containing 1 mg of plutonium and 20 mg of

uranium into a 30 ml separating funnel. Add 5 ml of 0.75% DOS in

dodecane and stopper it. Shake it for 15 min in a mechanical

shaker. Remove the separating funnel and keep aside for phase

separation. Wash the organic phase twice with 2 mol/1 nitric

acid. Take the organic phase and measure the absorbance of the

solution at 295 nm against the reagent blank similarly prepared.

Deduce the amount of palladium from the calibration curve

prepared in the range of 1 —100/ug of palladium. The molar-

absorptivity was found to be 1 x 104 1/mol/cm. Solutions

containing 32 ug of palladium in 5 ml of 2 mol/1 nitric acid

were extracted with 5 ml of varying concentrations of DOS in

the range of 0.2% to 2% in dodecane. The absorbance

increased with increasing concentration of the reagent and

became constant at 0.6% DOS. The log log plot of absorbance and

concentration gave a slope of ^—2 which showed that metal to

reagent ratio was 1:2. A 0.75% DOS solution was used in further
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extractions.

Procedure for back extraction

Shake the 5 ml organic extract with 5 ml of double dis-

tilled water for 1 min and discard the aqueous solution after

phase separation. Now add 5 ml of 0.05 mol/1 thiourea in 0.05

mol/1 nitric acid solution to it and shake for 10 min in a

mechanical shaker. After phase separation drain the aqueous

solution into a 25 ml beaker. Shake the organic phase again with

5 ml of 0.05 mol/1 of thiourea solution for 10 min and add the

aqueous phase into the 25 ml beaker, with the first fraction. The

quantitativeness of the back extraction was checked by measuring

the absorbance of organic solution after back extraction at 295

nm or of the back extracted palladium solution at 347 nra. The

absorbance of the back extracted palladium solution was found to

be same as that of a solution containing 32 ug of palladium in

10 ml of 0.05 mol/1 of thiourea indicating quantitative back

extraction.

In our experiments we tried thiourea solutions of different

concentrations and studied the extent of back extraction of

palladium. 0.02 to 0.5 mol/1 of thiourea in 0.05 mol/1 nitric

acid solutions were found to give quantitative recovery of 32 ug

of palladium in a single contact. A 0.01 mol/1 of thiourea

solution was found to give quantitative recovery of the same

amount of palladium in two contacts.
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Chemical stability of DOS: 5 ml of DOS in dodecane and 5 ml of

3.5M of nitric acjd were taken in a separating funnel and shaken

in a mechanical shaker for different intervals of time and the

spectrum recorded against a similarly treated dodecane blank.

The spectrum was found to remain unchanged for 35 h.

Precision: the RSD obtained in ten determinations eit 16 ug of

palladium was found to be 6 %. The presence of 10 mg of uranium

and 2 mg of plutonium did not interfere in the extraction and

determination of palladium.

38. Determination of palladium using Arsenazo III after solvent

Extraction using Dioctylsulphoxide and back extraction

G.H.Rizvi and P.R.Natarajan

The work reported here has already been accepted for

publication

Effect of DOSO concentration: 32^g of palladium was extracted

with different concentrations of DOSO in xylene in the range of

0.02 to 0.2M from 0.8M nitric acid medium. 0.15 M of DOSO was

found to extract palladium quantitatively. The extracted species

was found to be Pd(NO3>2•2D0S0.

Effect of nitric acid concentration: 32>ng of palladium was

extracted into 0.2M DOSO in xylene from 0.4 to 2M nitric acid

medium. The extraction of palladium was found to be quantitative

in the acid range of 0.5 to 1.5M.
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Back extraction of palladium: Of the many strippants tried a

mixture of 0.Q5M of ammonia and 2M of sodium carbonate was found

to give quantitative recovery of palladium. The results are shown

in Table - 30.

Table - 30: Back Extraction of Palladium

S.No. Strippant Recovery (%)

1. Upto 10 moi/1 HN03 ^ 5

2. 1 mol/1 Na2CO3 ^5

3. 2 mol/1 Na2CO3 20

k. 2 mol/1 NH4OH 50

5. 2 mol/1 Na2CO3 +0.1 mol/1 NaOH 60

6. 1 mol/1 Na2CO3 +0.5 mol/1 NH4OH 90

7. 1 mol/1 Na2CO3 +0.05 mol/1 NH4OH 95

8. 2 mol/1 Na2C03 + 0.05 mol/1 NK4OH 99

Spectrophotometric determination of Pd:

The completion of extraction and back-extration of palladium

was checked by measuring the absorbance of the aqueous solutions

spectrophotometrically using Arsenazo III. A spectrophotometric

method for the determination of Pd in nitric acid medium has been

( 2)developed . The relative standard deviation at 16 ug of

palladium in ten determinations was 5%.
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39. Double sulphates of Pu(III) and Lanthanides

P.N. Iyer and P.R. Natarajan

39.1 Potassium plutonium(III) sulphate monohydrate. KPu(SO4>2.H2O

The characterisation of KPu(SC>4)2-H2O was continued. The

chemical composition was established by standard methods as
o

reported for NaPu(S04>2 "'2^ an<* agreed with the chemical formula

KPu(S0/()2 • H2O. The weight loss of the compound was recorded upto

900°C on Mettler TA 1 thermal analyser under flowing helium

atomosphere. The compound undergoes endothermic dehydration with

loss of one water molecule below 300 C followed by decomposition

of the anhydrous compound to K2SO4 and PUO2 above 600°C. The x-

ray powder diffraction pattern recorded on films with 119 cm

powder camera was indexed on a monoclinic unit cell with a "

10.93 A, b = 15.36 A, c = 10.10 A and j£ * 112.8°. The cell

parameter values an the monoclinic symmetry indicated that the

compound is isostructural to

39.2 Ammonium lanthanide sulphate tetrahydrate HHtil.n(.SOik)2- 4H2O

(Ln «= Dy, Ho, Er, Y)

Preliminary results on the preparation of Nli^DyCSO*,^. 4H2O
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and NH/JYCSOZJ)2-^H20 were reported^ . By varying the

concentration of (NH^^SO^ and LngCSO*,^ in dilute (0.02 to 0.2

M) H2SO4 medium the compound NH4H0(SO^^ • W20 an<*

NH^Er(SO4>2./»H2O could be crystallised under ambient conditions.

The NH/jLn(S04)2-*H20 type compounds could be crystallised under

ambient conditions only when (NH^^SO^ was present at about ten

times in excess than that required by the stoichiometric

composition. The tetrahydrates of Yb, Tm and Lu could not be

prepared even with higher (NH^^SO/, concentrations.

The compounds were analysed by standard chemical methods.

Water of crystallisation was obtained from weight loss recorded

during dehydration of the compounds in Mettler TA-1 thermal

analyser. The analytical results are given in Table 31 and agree

Table - 31: Results of chemical analysis of NH^LnCSOz,) 2- 4H2O

Metal Nitrogen(%) Metal(%) Suiphate(%) H20(%)T.G.
Found Calc. Found Calc. Found Calc. Found Calc.

Y 3.80 3.77 24.46 23.96 51.12 51.76 19.41 19.41

Dy 3.18 3.15 37.69 37.23 42.31 42.74 16.17 16.18

Ho 3.19 3.13 37.31 36.90 42.34 42.96 15.89 16.11

Er 3.18 3.12 36.65 36.56 42.53 43.19 16.07 16.03

with the values expected for the composition iV'H^Ln^SO^.^. 4H2O.

The thermal dehydration and decomposition reactions of the

compounds were similar. However, the onset of dehydration and

decomposition reactions shifted to lower temperatures in moving
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from dysprosium to erbium. A typical thermogram of

is shown in fig. 16. The NH/̂ Ln (804)2-4H2O compounds showed a two

step endothermic dehydration; the loss of three molecules of

water of crystallisation in the first step followed by one

molecule in second step. This was followed by endothermic

decomposition with loss of (Nlfy^SC^. The observed and calculated

weight loss based on stepwise decomposition reactions, the DTA

peak temperature and the TGA temperature range for the two

typical compounds of dysprosium and yttrium are given in Table

32. The x-ray powder pattern of all the compounds were recorded

Table - 32: Thermoanalytical results of NH4Ln(S04>2.4H20

Compound DTA peak TGA temp. Loss %
temp(°C) range(°C) obs. Cal

115

185

405

70-150

150-212

382-505

12

4

17

.20

.65

.95

12.

4.

17.

15

61

72

Decomposition reaction step based on
percentage weight loss

NH4Dy(S0A)2-H20 > NH4Dy(S04)2.

NH/,Dy(SO4)2. > Dy2(SOA)3.

110 55-140 14.40 14.56

188 140-218 5.84 5.67

370 340-515 22.11 22.07

Decomposition reaction step based on
percentage weight loss
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Table - 32 : (Contd..)

Compound DTA peak TGA temp. Loss %
temp(°C) range(°C) obs. Cal

> NH4Y(S04)2.H20

> NH4Y(SO4)2.

NH4Y(SO4)2. > Y2(SO4)3.

with Siemens diffractometer and nickel filtered CuK^ x-

radiation. The powder data were indexed on a monoclinic unit

cell. From the systemetrically absent reflections, i.e. hoi with

h odd and oko, with k odd, the space group was determined to be

P2w c. The experimentally determined density of the compounds

agreed with that calculated for four molecules per unit cell. The

crystal data for all the compounds are summarised in Table 33.

Table - 33: Crystal data for isostructural ammonium lanthanide

sulphate tetrahydrate (Ln = Dy, Ho, Er, V) Space

group P2i//c-
NH4SnKS04)2'ZfH2° otructure

Meta] a (A) b (A) c (A) (deg) V (A3) Pobs P c e l

*̂—3 *̂" — 3
cm cm

Y 6.516(4) 18.856(8) 8.663(5) 96.63(5) 1057.2(0.9) - 2.33

Dy 6.505(2) 18.813(5) 8.695(3) 97.49(4) 1055.0(0.5) 2.77 2.81

Ho 6.499(2) 18.774(7) 8.667(3) 97.28(5) 1048.9(0.6) 2.80 2.83

Er 6.495(4) 18.766(8) 8.641(5) 97-57(5) 1044.0(1) 2.82 2.86

The cell dimensions, space group and intensity distribution of

reflections indicated that all the NH4Ln(S04)2•4H20 and
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, belong to the structural family of

4H20
3-

39.3 Ammonium lutetium sulphate dihydrate NH^LuCSO^)^ 2H2O

The crystalline phase, obtained under ambient conditions,

with Lu2(SO4)2 and excess (NH4)2SC>4 in dilute H2SO4 in dilute

H2SO4 medium, gave a diffraction pattern different from that

expected for NH4Lu(S04)2-^H20, indicating either a structurally

different tetrahydrate or the formation of new phase having

different structure. Preliminary chemical analysis and thermal

dehydration studies showed the composition of the phase to be

NH4Lu(SO4)2-2H2O. Further work is in progress to characterise

this compound and explore the possibility of preparing similar

phases with other ianthanides, particulary with Tm and Yb which

also do not form the NH^LuCSO^)^4H20 phase reported above.
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40. Di(2-Ethylhexyl) Sulphoxide (DEHSO) as an extractant

for Uranium(VI) and Plutonium(IV) from Nitric acid media

M.S. Murali, D.R. Prabhu, G.R. Mahajan, J.P. Shukla,

G.M. Nair and P.R. Natarajan

Though tri-n-butylphosphate (TBP) has found extensive

commercial applications particularly for the recovery and

purification of plutonium from uranium and numerous long-lived

fission products during the reprocessing of irradiated reactor

fuels adopting the "PUREX" process,it suffers from one serious

drawback of particularly producing undesirable radiolytic

degradation products like di-butyl phosphate(DBP) and

mono-butyl phosphste(MBP) which considerably bring down the

decontamination factors of these products from the undesirable

contaminants. This has prompted a regular search for

alternative extractants which do not suffer at least from such

drawbacks. With this in view, di(2-ethyhexyl) sulphoxide

(DEHSO),a novel sterieally—hindered branched-chain neutral

extractant was taken up for detailed investigation in order to

ascertain its suitability as an extractant in place of TBP in

the reprocessing of highly irradiated nuclear fuels. Compared to

many other high molecular weight symmetrical dialkyl

sulphoxides studied so far (1,2), DEHSO offers a distinct

advantage especially owing to its unrestricted solubility in an

aliphatic diluent like n-dodecane(3).Some preliminary work has

already been reported suggesting its application for the

extraction of trace amounts of U(VI) and Pu(IV) by DEHSO
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(3-5). In the present work the extraction behaviour of trace

as well as macro concentrations of U(VI)and Pu(IV) with DEHSO

into n-dodecane from aqueous nitric acid media has been

investigated.Attempts have also been made to understand the

nature of the metal ion and nitric acid species extracted into

the DEHSO-diluent phase.The influence of loading the organic

phase with U(VI)on the extraction of tetravalent plutonium has

also been examined.Feasibi1ity of the application of U(IV) for

quantitative stripping of plutonium from the loaded

extractant is clearly demonstrated.n-Dodecane, a

commercially available hydrocarbon aliphatic diluent was

deliberately selected as the diluent throughout the present

extraction studies.

DEHSO obtained from Fairfield Chemical Company,

U.S.A., was used as received.n—Dodecane obtained from Fluka,

Germany was washed with 1. OM NaOH and 2.OM HNO3 and finally

with distilled water till free from acid.The

concentration of DEHSO was determined by a non-aqueous

titration method in acetic anhydride using standard HCIO4 in

dioxane(6). All other reagents were of Analar grade.

U(VI) solutions were prepared by dissolving U3O8 in HNO3

233and diluting suitably. U was used as tracer for uranium in

239
some of the experiments. Pu solution in. HNO3 was subjected

to ion exchange and the oxidation state was adjusted to Pu(IV)

in the purified solution by treating with 0.05M NaN02in presence

of 0.005M NH4V03(7) used as holding oxidant.Pu(IV) content
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was ascertained by TTA extraction. Concentrations of

uranium and plutonium in the stock solutions were determined by

potentiometric titration (8,9) . U(IV) was prepared by reducing

0.1M U(>2(NO3)2 in 1. 5M HNO3 electrolytical ly using mercury pool

cathode and platinum anode by passing 100mA current for

12 hours.U(IV) content was determined by volumetric titration

with standard K2Cr2O7 employing dimethyl ferroin as an

indi ca Lor.

Equal volumes(0.5 or 2 pi) of preequilibrated DEHSO

solution and HNO3 solution of the required

concentration containing U(VI) or Pu(IV) were equilibrated for

one hour. The system was allowed to stand for half an

hour,centifuged and the activities in the aqueous and organic

phases were assayed by liquid scintillation counting in the

233 239case of U and Pu. In experiments involving macro

concentrations of uranium, the concentration of uranium in the

aqueous phase before and after equilibration was determined by

potentiometry.The concentration in the organic phase was

obtained by difference. Then the distribution ratio (D^) is

obtained as given below.

Total concn. of metal in the organic phase

Total concn. of metal in the aqueous phase

The experiments were conducted in duplicates and the

DM values agreed within 5%.
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Variation of D^ a_s a Function of HNO3 Concentration

The values of Dfj for U(VI) and Pu(IV) tracers were

determined between 0.5 to 8M HNO3 solutions and 1.1M DEHSO in n-

dodocane.The results are shown in Fig.17 and it can be seen

that the DM values for U(VI) and Pu(lV) increase with

increasing concentrations of HNO3 and reach maximum at 3M and

6 M respectively. The decrease in Dj»| at high HNO3

concentration is attributed to the increase i,n HNO3

concentration in the organic phase with increasing aqueous

HNO3 offering competition to the metal ion species in the

organic phase(5). The D|»j values above 8M HNO3 could not be

determined because of the formation of third phase at

higher HNO3 concentrations (3).

Variation of D^ with Initial Uranium and Plutonium Concn.

Experiments were done using tracer and milligram

concentrations of Pu(IV) using 1 . 1M DEHSO solution from 2. Oli

HNO3. The results show that the Dpu values for Pu(IV) at 2.2

mg/ml and tracer concentrations are almost the same( 64) at 2M

HNO3. Similar observations have also been noted for 30% TBP in

Shell Sol T(10,11).Thus, the Dpu values were found to remain

unaffected by any variation in the aqueous plutonium

concentration within this range.

The Dfj values for macro concentrations of U(VI)

containing tracer concentrations of Pu(IV) were also determined

from 2M HNO3 using 1.1M DEHSO. The results are given in Table
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34. It can be seen from Table 34 that the D(j and Dp u values

decrease as the U(VI) concentration is increased upto 50

mg/ml. This observation can be expected since the available

Table - 34: Effect of U(VI) concentration on the extraction of

Pu(IV)

Extractant: 1.1M DEHSO/n-dodecane;

Medium: 2M HNO3

U(VI)
mg/ml

DPu

0

64.2
+0. 1

18.3
+ 1.1

2

13.7
+0.1

15.7
+0.1

5

12.0
+0.4

12.2
+0.3

10

5.2
+0.3

10.6
+0.5

20

3.9
+0. 1

7. 1
+0. 1

30

3.3
< +0.1

6. 1
< +0. 1

50

1.

4.

7

8

60

ND3

NDa

a : Not determined dut. to the formation of a third phase.

free DEHSO concentration decreases as more and more (VI) ioa is

extracted to the organic phase thereby bringing down Df] values

at higher U(VI) concentrations. Values above 50 mg/ml of U(VI)

concentration could not be obtained because of the problem

of third phase formation in the DEHSO-dodecane system.

Sfptiration of Plutonium from Uranium

I< may be noted that the Dy and Dp u values at 50 mg/ml

uranium are 4.8 and 1.7 respectively which may be compared

with the corresponding values for TBP namely, 2.1 and
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0.64(12) respectively.These values show that the separation

factor for these two ions is almost the same for both these

extractants though the Dpj values differ in accordance with their

respective basicities (1). A few experiments were carried

out in order to ascertain the conditions for reducing Pu(IV) and

stripping Pu(III).In this connection, 0.2PI NH2OH.HCI, and

0.03M ascorbic acid, and 0.03M U(IV) were tried as reductants

in separate experiments. The results are given in Table 35.

Table - 35: Stripping of Pu(IV) from DEHSO phase

Pu(IV) concn.: 2 mg/ml , (OrgrAq) ratio : 1

No. Reagent Medium Percent stripping
in one step

1. NH2OH.HC1 0.35 M HNO3 39
(0.2 M)

2. Ascorbic acid 0.35 M HNO3 35
(0.03 M)

3. U(IV)(0.03M) 1 M HNO3 97

4. U(IV)(0.03M) 1 M HNO3 97*

*
Stripping from 30% TBP in Shell Sol T containing 82.2 mg/ml
uranium.Value taken from Reference (13).

The results with TBP under reprocessing conditions using U(IV)

as the stripping agent (13) are also given for comparison. As

can be seen from Table 35, only less than 40% Pu(IV) could

be removed from DEHSO phase by stripping with NH2OH.HCI
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or ascorbic acid in one step.However as high as 97% of

Pu(IV) could be removed by using U(IV) as the stripping agent,

in one step.

Nature cjE Species of_ Extracted U(VI) and Pu(IV)

Experiments were carried out in order to establish the

nature of U(VI) and Pu(IV) species extracted into DEHSO phase

from 2M HNC^.For this, D[vj were determined at different

concentrations of the extractant ranging from 0.05M to

l.lM.By plotting log D^ vs. log [DEHSO] straight line graphs

were obtained with a slope of 2 in both the cases (Fig. 18).

DEHSO concentration was corrected for DEHSO.HNO3 present in the

organic phase. The slope of the straight line graphs in Fig. 18

indicated that two DEHSO molecules were present in each of the

extracted species in both the cases. Therefore, the

mechanism of extraction could be represented by the following

equat ions:

UO 2
2 + + 2 NO3 + 2 DEHSO ; = * UO2(NO3) 2- 2DEHS0 (1)

Pu 4 + + 4 N03 + 2 DEHSO 4 » PuXNO3I4•2DEHSO (2)

(Under line indicates organic phase.)

The nature of the species formed In the extraction of

HNO3 by DEHSO was determined by measuring DJJNO a s a function
3

of DEHSO concentration.The straight line plot (Fig. 19) gives

the composition as DEHSO.HNO3. The equilibrium constant (KJJ) of

0.40 was obtained for the formotion of DEHSO.HNO3.This KJJ
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value agreed with the value of 0.45 reported in literature

(1,3,4).

Thermodynamic study on the extraction of Uranium(VI) and

Plutonium(IV) bjr DEHSO

To assess the influence of temperature on the extraction of

U(VI) and Pu(IV) by DEHSO, by this extractant, it was decided to

determine the thermodynamic parameters of the extraction reaction

by the temperature variation method and compare the results with

the values available in literature for similar systems.

From equations (1) and (2), the respective

equilibrium constants Kj and K2 could be calculated as follows

Kl =C U0?(N0i)?.2DEHS0)/ ([UO2
2+3[NO3]2[DEHSO]2

(3)

K2 =[ Pu(N0?)4.2DEHS01/ ([Pu
A+] [NO3]U[DEHSO]2)

(4)

Kj and K2 can be written in terms of Dpj values as follows

Ki = Du /([NO3]2 [DEHSO]2) (5)

K2 = DPu /( [NO3"]* [DEHSO]
2) (6)

In equations (3) and (4), Kj and K2 values should be corrected

for the presence of nitrate complexes in the systems at

different temperatures (14). Also the DEHSO values should be

corrected for the presence of DEHSO.HNO3 in the organic

phase.If Bn represents the stability constant of the n
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nitrate complex and KJJ the stability constant of DEHSO.HNO3 in

the organic phase, the corrections can be

carried out as follows (14,1):

Kl(cor) - K1(l+Bn[NO5]
2)/([NO332[DEHSO2) / (1+KH)

2) (7)

K2(cor) - K2U+Bn[NO3]*)/([NO3]
4[DEHSO]2)/ (1+KH)

2) (8)

Knowing the corrected values of K^ and K2, the enthalpy

change, .AH is obtained as the slope of the straight line

graph obtained by plotting -Log Kn vs 1/T (where T is the

absolute temperature of the experiment). The free energy change

AG, is calculated for a particular temperature from the

corresponding value of Kn. From the value of A G and ^ H the

entropy change A S are calculated.

The DM values for U(VI) and Pu(IV) from 2M HNO3 into 0.2M

DEHSO in n-dodecane were determined at 25,30,40 and 50°C.

The results along with the corrected values for K^ and K2 are

given in Table 36. The factor ( 1+ Bn(NO3]
m) was taken from

literature (4) as 1.64 and 1.60 for U(VI) and 50 and 46 for

Pu(IV) for the temperature ranges 25 to 30°C and 40 to 50°C

respectively. K^ value for the DEHSO.HNO3 was determined

separately and was found to be 0.40 at 25°C. From the plot of

- log K vs. 1/T the enthalpy change A H was obtained from the

slope as -6.15 and -3.34 Kcals for U(VI) an Pu(IV)

respectively (Figure 20). Assuming that the A H values do not

vary significantly in small temperature ranges,the entropy value

AS was calculated for 25 C knowing the free energy change
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Table - 36: Distribution ratios and equilibrium constants of the

extraction of U(VI) and Pu(VI) into 0.2 M DEHSO from

2 M HNO3 at different temperatures

S.No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Temp.

25°C

30°C

40°C

50°

2
+0

1
+0

1
+0

1
+0

DU

.53

.03

.89

.01

.52

.01

.09

.04

DPu

2.24
+0.05

1.92
+0.10

1.68
+0.02

1.56
+0.04

»
Kl
100.2
+ 1.2

74.9
+0.4

58.7
+0.7

42.1
+ 1.5

*2

790.2
+ 17.7

677.3
+30.7

545.2
+5.5

506.3
+ 11.4

Kn* = Kn(l+Bn[NO5j
m)/([NO5]m[DEHSOj2)

where, m = 2 for U(VI) and m = 4 for Pu(IV)

For the above system, [N03~] =1.05 and [DEHSO] = 0.11 M

(1+Bn (N03]
m) = 1.64 for U(VI) (25 and 30°C)

(Ref : (2)) 1.60 for U(VI) (40 and 50 C)

50.0 for Pu(IV) (25 and 30°C)

46.0 for Pu(IV) (50 and 40°C)

G at that temperature.The thermodynamic parameters so

obtained are given in Table 37. It can be seen from the table

that for U(V1) A S is a negative value while that for Pu(IV)

2+is a small positive value. Since UO2 is hydrated to a

limited extent, the entropy gain due to loss of water

from the hydration sphere while the complex is formed is very

much offset by the entropy loss due to complex formation. On

4+the other hand Pu ion being very much hydrated, the entropy
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Table - 37: Thermodynamic Parameters for the DEHSO extraction

of U(VI) and Pu(IV)

Metal Ion

U(VI)

Pu(IV)

AH
(25°C)

As
(25°C)

-2.73
+0.01

-3.95
+0.01

-6.15
+0.94

-3.34
+0.60

-11.48
+0.66

2.06
+0.42

gain due to water release while the complex is formed

outweighs the entropy loss due to complex formation. Similar

results have been obtained by earlier workers with other

aulphoxides (14).
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41. Radiation Effects in liquid phase: Study of Tri-butyl

Phosphate

N.V. Krishnamurthy and N.S. Hon

In continuation of the previous work, the following work has

been carried out.

Di-butyl phosphate and mono-butyl phosphate formed in

irradiated tri-butyl phosphate were estimated by a procedure

involving separation of DBP and MBP by extraction method. The
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acids were extracted by contacting with dil. sodium carbonate

solution and this carbonate extract after" washing with benzene

was neutralised to liberate the organic acids. The liberated

organic acids were extracted into benzene. The benzene extract

after washing with water to remove traces of inorganic acid, was

titrated against stand, alkali. The solubility of DBP in water

is determined to be 15.8 gm/litre.

The radiation-chemical yields G(DBP+MBP), obtained are 0.55

for irradiated TBP, 3.22 for irradiated TBP-HNO3 system and 3.72

for irradiated TBP-HC1 system. Considerable increase in G-value

is observed when acid is present.

Trial pH titrations were conducted in pure DBP, irradiated

DBP and irradiated TBP. Two distinct peaks are observed in the pH

titrations curves corresponding to DBP and MBP. A separation

method has been developed for the determination of HNO3 in TBP-

HNO3. HNO3 was extracted with water from TBP-HNO3 system and the

aqueous extract, after washing with benzene, wat> titrated against

stand, alkali.
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III. SPECTROSCOPY

*
42. EPR Studies of (CUO)Q. 5(^2)0.5 System

R.M. Kadam, M.D. Sastry, G.M. Phatak and R.M. Iyer

The understanding of magnetic properties of CuO is

considered immensely important for the understanding of magnetic

properties of high temperature superconductors, as CuO forms an

important ingredient in their preparations. Furthermore, CuO has

a structure which is similar to CuO2 planar network in the high

temperature superconductors. Further, investigation of possible

interaction of copper spins with' unpaired spin on oxygen is

expected to yield information relevant to the properties of high

temperature superconductors, as it is currently believed that

holes on oxygen play an important role in superconductivity.

Keeping both these in view, we conducted EPR investigations of

(CuO)o>5(KO2)o.5 system subjected to different heat treatment.

The mixed sample (CUO)Q,5(^02)0.5 w a s subjected to heat

treatment (heated upto 573K in intervals of 50K) as K02 was found

to release O2 ions and also generate 0 and O3 on heating to

473K in our earlier studies. Whereas no EPR signals were obtained

in (CuO)o#5(K02>o.5 samples heated at 373K and 42.'

respectively, the samples heated to 573K revealed an extensi-v

EPR spectrum shown in figure 21. This spectrum is characteristic

of S = 1, interacting with a nuclear spin of 3/2. It is described

Contribution from Chemical Group.
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by a s p i n Hami l ton ian

H = g/?H.S + D [ S z
2 - ( — ) S ( S + 1 ) ] + A . I . S . ( S = l , 1=3/2)

' 3

g ( | = 2 . 5 6 8 1 , D = 725 G, A|( = 310 G.

In view of the involvement of one copper ion we argue that

the EPR signal is due to exchange coupled oxygen dimer through a

diamagnetic copper ion.

43. EPR Studies of Phase Transition in KO2

R.M. Kadam, M.D. Sastry and R.M. Iyer

Potassium super oxide is reported to exhibit the following

structural phase transformations .

I < > 11 < > I J ! < > IV
(373 K) (198 K) (153 K)

( f- K02) (<<-K02) ( ? ) ( ? )
(cubic) (tetragonal)

KO2 due to constituent superoxide O2 » is paramagnetic and

is therefore amenable for electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)

investigations. The earlier EPR reports on this compound were

confined to observation of signal due to 0 2 and no attempts were

made to obtain information regarding the structural

transformations. In this paper we give EPR evidence for

continuous distortion of the lattice between 198K and 153K which

suggests that phase III does not have a definite "structure" of

its own, but represents a continuous transformation from phase II

*
Contribution from Chemical Group.
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to phase IV. The experimental findings are (1) EPR of O2 was not

observed at RT and was observable only below 200K (in phase III).

(2) The g value varied from 1.78 at 198K to 2.02 below 153K.

Figure 22 shows the temperature dependence of g factor.

n

The 02~ ion has electron configuration of "Jf g with two IT

orbitals being degenerate in a free ion. The absence of EPR of

(>2~ in cubic and tetragonal phase is consistent with this as the
(2)orbital is expected to be degenerate in these symmetries .

The observations of EPR of 02~ below 200K, suggests that the

symmetry at O2 ion in phase III is orthorhombic or lower. The "]fg

values of O2 are strongly dependent upon A the splitting of g

orbital. The temperature dependence of g is the manifestation of

temperature dependence of &. arising due to continuous

distortion of the lattice in phase III. In phase IV, gj value

«as not found to be temperature dependent suggesting that there

is no further temperature dependent distortion of the lattice in

that phase.
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44. Chemical Effects of Hydrogen on the Superconductivity: An

EPR Investigation

K.S. Ajaykumar, M.D. Sastry, G.M. Phatak and R.M. Iyer

The effect of hydrogen absorption, by heating the sample in

hydrogen atmosphere, on the superconductivity of Y, and Bi based

high temperature superconduct.ers has been the subject of

(1 — 3)investigation by a number of workers . These studies suggest

po&sible incorporation of hydrogen into the matrix with

associated reduction of diamagnetic a.c. susceptibility. However,

no report exists on the identification of reaction products due

to incorporation of hydrogen. In this work we present electron

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements giving evidence for the

formation of Y2BaCu0s and BaCuO3+x in YBa2Cu3Oy_x with hydrogen

absorption, while maintaining the superconductivity of the bulk

of the sample.

was prepared by standard methods and it was

found to be superconducting below 95 K. Powder sample of this

compound was loaded in a quartz tube assembly specially designed

for locking it in hydrogen atmosphere and carrying out EPR

measurements. The low fi-sld signal in EPR measurements at 77 K is

used for monitoring the presence of superconductivity at 77 K. No

2 +
EPR signal due to Cu were observed in the virgin sample in air

and hydrogen atmosphere. The sample, locked in hydrogen

atmosphere, was heated at 110°C, 200°C, 300°C and 330°C for one

*
Contibution from Chemical Group.
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hour each and the formation of paramagnetic species was monitored

as a function of time using EPR. No paramagnetic species were

observed until the sample was heated to 300 C in hydrogen

atmosphere. When the sample was heated to 330 C and tooled to

room temperature, EPR spectra characteristic of two different

2+Cu sites (with gu = 2.2170 and gj_ = 2.0581 and g(( = 2.1373 and

g, » 2.1156) was observed. It was found that the second species

had built up in intensity with time. Whereas the former g values

agree with those reported for the green phase compound

the second one is more similar to that of BaCuO2_x particularly

( 2)with respect to its time of formation . The formation of these

compounds is the result of oxygen depletion due to reaction with

hydrogen. The appearance of paramagnetic hydroxyl radical in

390°C heated sample further confirms the oxygen depletion. It may

be mentioned that superconductivity at 77 K vanished when the

sample was heated to 390°C for one hour in hydrogen atmosphere.

This is consistent with the reported decomposition of the

compound in hydrogen atmosphere at 377 C.
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45, Superconductivity in Bi-Sr-Ca (Y, Gd)-Cu-0 System:

DC Magnetic Susceptibility and Microwave Absorption

Investigations

Ik

M.D. Sastry, R.M. Kadam and E.V. Sampathkumaran

Microwave absorption and DC magnetic susceptibility

measurements are carried out on Bi2Sr2Ca2_xRExCu2Oy (RE = Y, Gd;

x = 0, 0.25 and 0.5), These studies clearly establish the

correlation between conventional DC magnetic susceptibility and

changes in microwave reflectivity/absorption as the sample is

cooled through the superconducting transition temperature (Tc).

The results indicate that Tc, as determined by both the methods,

initially increases with x, though for higher concentrations of

x, superconductivity is suppressed. The Curie—Weiss temperature

is found to increase with increasing concentration of Gd. No

2 +evidence for the local moment on Cu is found in the EPR

3+measurements. The EPR of Gd is observabale below 30K for x =

0.5 with a possible evidence for crystal-field interaction.

3+Absence of Gd EPR signal at higher temperatures, and also for x

• 0.25, might imply extrapathways for spin-lattice relaxation.

TIFR, Bombay.
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'46. Optical Absorption, Fluorescence and TSL Studies of LiF :

U^+ Crystal

S.V. Godbole, A.G. Page and M.D. Sastry

The spectroscopic properties of uranium doped alkali

fluorides have been investigated by a number of workers by

flourescence and TSL techniques. In all these investigations the

uranium was found to get stabilized as oxyfluoro complexes of

U(VI). In some of the earlier studies uranyl was intentionally

doped and in other cases uranyl got stabilized presumably due to

some oxygen impurity present in the host lattice. In the present

work, attempts were made to incorporate uranium as U(IV) in LiF

crystals using UF4 as the dopant in the absence of air. Uranium

doped LiF single crystals of optical quality were grown in the

laboratory using Stober's method. Optical absorption and

fluorescence studies have given clear evidence for the absence of

UO 2
2 + and it was identified that U(IV) enters interstitial sites

h— 5—
in contrast to [UO4F2] at (LiFfJ sites in earlier reports.

The TSL studies have shown the presence of glow peaks at 360,

410, 465, 505 and 580 K. The spectral character of these glow

peaks revealed that U(IV) acts as the luminescence center.
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47. Speotroseopic Studies of K2UO2(SO4)2.2 H20 and Rb2UO2(SO/t)^.

2 H20 Crystals

N.K. Porwal, M.D. Sastry, S.V. Godbole and A.G. Page

ESR, TSL and fluorescence studies of K2UO2(SO/>)2-2 H^O and

Rb2UO2(SO4 )̂ 2 H2O and their deuterated compounds subjected to

gamma-irradiation at 77 K reveal the participation of 5 f-orbital

in uranyl—oxygen (of sulphate) bonding. These studies include the

optical and structural characterisation of radiation induced

paramagnetic species and the thermally stimulated reaction

between them. The important findings are - (i) The stabilization

of U02 on gamma-irradition at 77 K; (ii) The thermal destruction

of SO^ at 150 K at temperature that is much below than what was

found in alkali sulphates and alkaline earth sulphates; (iii) The

observation of different g values of S0^~ in the two uranyl

sulphates on gamma-irradiation at 77 K and (iv) thermally

stimulated reaction primarily associated with thermal instability

of U0 2
+.

The mechanism as concluded from the experiments can be shown

as fol1ows:

(1) At 77 K, on gamm-irradiation of the samples

„*+ + a" > U5 +

so^- + h + > so£

(2) At 150 K, electron transfer takes place

U 5 + + 6 + ^~
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23948. Atttoradiolytic Effects in Pu-doped Calcium Cnloro-

phosphate : An EPR and TSL Study

T.K. Seshagiri, V. Natarjan, A.G.I. Dalvi and M.D. Sastry

The apatites (halophosphates) are a class of compounds with

the general formula (M10(YOA)6X2 (where M - Ca
2+, Ba2+, Sr2+; X »

0H~ or halide and YO4 = PO/, or VO4) which find extensive use as

phosphors and are potential laser materials. The present work is

taken up to investigate the optical emission properties of these

239substances under continuous o(-particle irradiation using Pu

as dopant. TS1. and EPR techniques were used to understand the

median i sins of luminescence from these materials. TSL glow peaks

at 138, 176, 188 and 475 K were observed and it was found that

3+ 2—

the emission arises from Pu . The thermal destruction of PO/,

and O3 (identified by EPR) were found to be responsible for the

intense TSL glows at 176 and 475 K peaks. The activation energies

and frequency factors for all the peaks were obtained by standard

methods.

49. Laser Induced Enhancement of Ionised F-Aggregate Centres in

LiF Crystals

S.V. Godbole, A.G. Page and M.D. Sastry

Colour centres produced by gamma irradiation in LiF crystals

have been well established from their spectral studies. The

present work deals with the laser (XeCl excimer laser at 308 nm)
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induced interconversion of colour centres in LiF. Optical quality

crystals were grown in our laboratory by Stober's method. Gamma

irradiation of LiF was found to result in the formation of F, F2»

F3, and F3+ centres, which were identified from their

fluorescence spectra. The gamma irradiated crystals were exposed

to 308 nm laser light from XeCl-excimer laser. The spectral

studies of that crystal have shown enhancement of F, F2 and F3

colour centres. In particular fluorescence from F3 at 530 nm had

shown four fold increase in intensity. The enhancement of F3 was

accompanied by reduction in the concentration of F2 and F3

centres. The laser treatment on thermally treated gamma-

irradiated samples have revealed that where as F2 and F3

centres' enhancement is due to ionization of F-aggregate centres,

the F-centre enhancement is due to trapping of the electron

released in this process at anion vacancy sites.

50. Photoacoustic Spectroscopy of Uranium Phosphates

A.R. Dhobale and M.D. Sastry

Photo Acoustic spectroscopy (PAS) monitoring the non-

radiative deexcitation process is a powerful tool for

investigating the absorption spectra in opaque and powder

samples. Actinide solids due to high probability of non-radiative

deexcitation process are expected to be good candidates for PAS

investigations.
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A PAS spectrometer has been built as a part of these

investigations and its performance, using H02O3 standard, was

found to be comparable to commercial instruments. This unit

incorporated a home made PAS cell and chopper, 250 W tungsten-

halogen lamp as light source, a lock-in amplifier supplied by

TPPED, and 0.25 M Jarre11-Ash scanning monochromator. The bljck

diagram of the PAS-spectrometer is shown in figure 23.

Using this set up uranyl phosphates belonging to torbernite

group, MUO2PO/,. 3H2O (M = K+, Nn+ and H30
+) have been

investigated. The PAS spectra, normalized against that of carbon

block, of these compounds are shown in figure 24. These spectra

show an intense absorption peak around 425 nm, which does not

seem to contribute significantly to the well known green

fluorescence of uranyl at 520 inn. The absence of intense PAS

spectrum in H'jOUO^PO^. 3H2O is interesting. It is known that it is

a protonic conductor. The reduced PAS signal in this compound is

probably due to partitioning of energy available during electron

deexcitation between proton conduction and lattice vibration. As

only the latter would contribute to PAS signal, this partitioning

would result in reduced PAS signal in case of H3OUO2PO4.3H2O.

51. E'PR Studies of glns.s phase Transition in mixed crystals of

A ——x (NH4)2H2PO4 using AsOz, as a probe

Y. Babu and M.D. Sastry

It has been reported that mixed crystals of Rbi_x(NH4)2H2PO4
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(RADP), for 0.22<X<0.8, exhibits glassy characteristics around

30K due to competing ferroelectric and antiferroelectric

interactions in RbH2PO4 (Tc = 1A7K) and NH^H2PO^ (TN = 148K)

respectively. In view of the potential of EPR in understanding

the proton dynamics as in KH2PO4, we have investigated using

A —
as a probe in RADP. The EPR spectra were recorded at

different temperatures between 300 and 25 K and no significant

changes were observed in the spectrum. The spectrum is

A —characteristic of AsO^ centre showing quartet hyperfine

structure due to interaction with As nucleus (I = 3/2). Two

most significant features observed in the spectra are: (i) the

absence of any proton superhyperfine structure and (ii) mj

dependence of line widths among the hyperfine quartet. The

absence of proton hyperfine structure suggests that dynamic

averaging occurs due to fluctuations in the proton ordering with

time scale of 10 to 3x10 sec. This is further manifest in the

inj dependence of line widths. These features are probably

suggestive of the early stages of glass formation.

52. Radioactive Tracer Studies and ICAP-AES Determination of

some common Metalic Elements in ThO2 Matrix after chemical

Separation

V.C. Adya, B.A. Dhawale, B. Rajeshwari, T.R. Bangia and

M.D. Sastry

In continuation of our earlier work, on determination of
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rare earths in TI1O2 after chemical separation using TOPO/xylene/

HC1 as extractant, experiments were carried out under similar

conditions to examine the recovery of common metallic elements in

aqueous phase.

Tracer experiments and ICP-AES studies were conducted to

measure the extent of distribution of the common elements between

the aqueous and organic phases. Known aliquots of gamma active

115 59 99
Cd, Fe and No was added to a known aliquot of thorium

solution separately in 5 ml of 6M HC1. Thorium was extracted

after 5-6 contacts with the extractant. After removal of organic

phase, the aqueous phase was assayed for gamma counting. Similar

aliquots of activities were kept as referene to account for

decay.

For ICAP-AES studies synthetic samples were prepared by

adding known amounts of impurities to 100 mg of thorium solution.

This solution was evaporated to dryness and the residue dissolved

in 10 ml of 6 M HC1.

Thorium was removed by repeated extractions with 0.1 M TOPO/

xylene. The aqueous phase after removal of thorium was evaporated

to complete dryness, treated with 1:1 HCIO4-HNO3 mixture to

remove any organic matter and was made up in 10 ml. of 1M HC1. To

take care of any reagent blank, the above extractions were done

using only thorium solution. The samples alongwith blank were run

on Jarre 1-Ash ICAP-AES diroct reading spectrometer against

corresponding standards.
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In radioactive tracer studies, the counts before and after

extraction for tracers- were found to be almost same. Results of

tracer studies are shown in Table 38. Typical recovery results of

Table 38: Results for radioactive tracer studies

Tracer

115Cd

99Mo

59Fe

Counts
Before
extraction

4356

136270

12005

(cpm)
After

extraction

4137

135501

11515

%
Recovery

95

99

95

thorium samples after extraction as determined by ICAP-AES method

are shown in Table 39. It can be observed from the tables that

the recovery of Ba, Ca, Cd, Cr, Fe, Li, Mn, and V was

quantitative within experimental error. On comparison of the

results given in Table 38 with those given in Table 39 for the

same elements, it is observed that the error in estimation of Cd

and No is considerable, while there is very good agreement

obtained for the results obtained for Fe.
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Table 39: ICAP-AES Results

Element

Be

Ca

Cr

Li

Mn

V

Cd

Mo

Fe

Amount added
(PPM)

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

Amount recovered
(PPM)

1.7

1.8

1.95

1.8

1.7

1.96

T.5

1.6

1.8

% Recovered

85

90

98

95

85

98

75

80

95

53. Determination of Plutonium in aqueous solutions by ICPAES

techniques

Madhuri J. .Kulkarni, S.K. Thulasidas, Neelam Goyal,

A.G. Page and M.D. Sastry

Trace amounts of plutonium in aqueous solutions have been

determined by ICP—AES technique. Extensive studies have been

carried out for two plutonium lines viz. 300.06 nm and 453.6 nm

due to the presence of uranium, thorium, lanthanides and other

metallic elements in the sample solutions. The analytical range

obtained in the present case is 0.1-100 ug/ml while precision of

determinations is better than 1% R.S.D. The presene of thirteen

metallic impurities at ten times the analyte concentration as
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also concomitant concentrations of lanthanides do not affect the

analyte signal. Both the analytical lines do not show any

interference effect due to the presence of each of thorium and

uranium in equal proportion to the anaJyte amount as also when

present at 5 times the analyte amount. The 300.06 nm line shows

significant interference when U:Pu ratio is 10:1 whereas the

453.6 nm line is relatively free from interference The method is

checked for the accuracy of determinations by analysing two well

characterised reference standards.

54. Determination of U in Pu using ETA-AAS

Neelam Goyal, P.J. Purohit and A.G. Page

Studies have been carried out to determine trace

concentrations of uranium in aqueous solutions by ETA-AAS

technique. Experimental parameters were optimised to maximise the

analyte signal at low cone. of uranium. In particular,

temperature and time duration for dry: ash and atomization stages

have now been optimised at 358.A u nm line. The analytical range

of U determination is 0.5-20/jg/ml while the precision of

determination is 7% of R.S.D. at an intermediate concentration.

Detailed studies have also been carried out to improve the

sensitivity by using the graphite tube coated with some

refractory elements such as La, Ta, Ti etc. thereby increasing

the analyte signal. There was however no significant enhancement

of the analytical signal. As the well established electrochemical
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methods are not sensitive at low uranium cone. and also need

larger sample size, the present studies were extended to

determination of uranium in plutonium solutions also. As a first

step, effect of Pu on the absorbance signal for U was studied. It

was observed that the analyte signal would reduce with the

increase in Pu-concentration in the range 0-20 mg/ml. studied

here. The Pu cone, was therefore restricted to 5 mg/ml at which

the reduction in absorbance signal was 30%. The range of analysis

was 1-20 ug/ml. of U with 5 mg/ml. Pu. The presence of twenty-two

concomitant impurities in a spiked sample did not affect the

ana 1. signal .

The detection limit on the Pu basis is as low as 100 ppm.

55. Atom formation mechanism for V

Nee lam Goyal, M.J. Kulkarni and A.G. Page

With a view to understanding the atomization of refractory

elements studies on atom fcrmation of V under carbon rod atomizer

conditions have been taken up. The absorbance obtained at

different temp, has been found to obey Arrehenius equation and

the activation energies for the formation of V has been

calculated. Two Ea values are obtained for vanadium; in the low

temp. portion of the Ea plot (<8300 K) corresponding to the v-o

bond energy and above (>2400 K) corresponding to the heat of

vapourization of the metal Ve > Vg.
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IV SERVICES:

1. The following radioanalytical services were rendered during

1989 for other Divisions and organisations.

1 .

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Sample

U02

U-Al

U-Al, Pu-Al

High Tc materials

Rb2U(SO4)3

(U,Pu)02

Mo

Pd

ZrO2, CaO

Cr2O3

PuO2

UO2(NO3)2

Coal ash

Milk powder

Iradiated Th

Iradiated alkali
sulphates

Glove box
waste packets

Number

56

11

40

29

3

9

4

1

1

1

7

7

6

3

7

8

5

1000

User

RMD

RMD

RMD

CD

FCD

RMD

FCD

CD

PEP

PEP

RMD

FCD

HPD

HPD

Nt.PD

Nagpur
University

FCD

Technique

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Neutron counting

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Gamma Spectrometry

Gamma Spectrometry

Gamma Spectrometry

EPR

Neutron and gamma
counting
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2.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

15.

The following electrodeposited sources/standard solutions
were supplied to other Divisions and Organisations.

j. Nuclide

231Pa

232Th
237Np

241
Am

229
Th

233
U

235,

239
Pu

244Cm

241
Am Solutions

and sources
241

241

Am

Am

2 3 9

241

Pu

Am

2 3 9 Pu

Number

1

5

6

2

4

3

2

2

2

4

User

Nt.PD

NPD

NPD

TIFR

NPD

NPD

NPD

NPD

NPD

HPD

3

2

1

1

1

Mysore University

Gurunanak Dev
University

HPD

NPD

Kurukshetra
University
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